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Abstract. In this paper we will show that piecewise C2 mappings / on [0,1]
or S1 satisfying the so-called Misiurewicz conditions are globally expanding
(in the sense defined below) and have absolute continuous invariant probability
measures of positive entropy. We do not need assumptions on the Schwarzian
derivative of these maps. Instead we need the conditions that / is piecewise
C2, that all critical points of / are "non-flat," and that / has no periodic
attractors. Our proof gives an algorithm to verify this last condition. Our result
implies the result of Misiurewicz in [Mi] (where only maps with negative
Schwarzian derivatives are considered). Moreover, as a byproduct, the present
paper implies (and simplifies the proof of) the results of Mane in [Ma], who
considers general C2 maps (without conditions on the Schwarzian derivative),
and restricts attention to points whose forward orbit stay away from the critical
points. One of the main complications will be that in this paper we want to
prove the existence of invariant measures and therefore have to consider points
whose iterations come arbitrarily close to critical points. Misiurewicz deals
with this problem using an assumption on the Schwarzian derivative of the
map. This assumption implies very good control of the non-linearity of /",
even for high n. In order to deal with this non-linearity, without an assumption
on the Schwarzian derivative, we use the tools of [M.S.]. It will turn out that
the estimates we obtain are so precise that the existence of invariant measures
can be proved in a very simple way (in some sense much simpler than in [Mi]).
The existence of these invariant measures under such general conditions was
already conjectured a decade ago.

Introduction

There are a large number of papers on iterations of piecewise smooth one-
dimensional mappings f:M-+M, where M = [0,1] or S1. Initially all metric results
for these maps assumed that / is piecewise expanding, see for example [La, Y.].
Later the condition that / needs to be expanding was somewhat relaxed. This was
done by considering expanding maps which are induced from special maps, see
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[Ru, Ja, Bo, Pil and Pi2, Sz]. Only when D. Singer introduced the concept of
Schwarzian derivative in the study of these maps it became possible to study more
general maps. Misiurewicz [Mi], Collet-Eckmann [C.E.] and others proved
hyperbolicity and measure properties for these maps assuming that the Schwarzian
derivative of these maps is negative.

However the condition that the Schwarzian derivative of / is negative can be
expressed as a convexity condition on l / ^ / 7 . So this condition is not preserved
under smooth coordinate changes, is not very natural and has no dynamic
interpretation. Moreover it excludes a large class of maps.

Mane managed to drop this condition in his paper [Ma] for general C2 maps.
He considers points whose forward orbits stay away from the set of critical points
C(/). The idea of his proof is to construct certain intervals / so that for some n > 0
the intervals / ,/(/), . . . ,/"~ 1 (I) are disjoint and so that /"(/) is much longer than
/. Using a C2 theorem of Schwartz (Φ Schwarz) he then proves that any compact
set K not containing any critical points or non-hyperbolic periodic points is
hyperbolic. His proof does not give any way to decide whether or not all periodic
points are hyperbolic or not.

In the same direction W. de Melo and I proved that general smooth unimodal
maps, having no flat critical points, can have no wandering intervals, see [M.S.].
The main problem is that if one studies orbits which pass close to critical points,
then one gets a lot of non-linearity: the bounded non-linearity tools of Schwartz
completely break down. So one needs new tools. In [M.S.] it was shown how
iterates of a C 2 map / expand or contract cross-ratios of points and how to apply
this type of information. The bounds on the contraction of cross-ratios give control
on the type of non-linearity that can occur.

Refining techniques of Mane and [M.S.], this paper gives a very precise
description of (piecewise) smooth mappings satisfying the Misiurewicz condition
that each critical point of / is either periodic or has a forward orbit which stays
away from the critical set. More precisely, there exists a neighbourhood W of C(f)
such that

\({J fn(C(f)))nW^C(f);

(i) l ^ 1 J

I / is not injective,
where C(f) is the set of points which are critical points of /. Of course the
condition that f:M->M is not injective is not very restrictive: if / is injective then
the theorems below are either trivially true, trivially false or follow from [He] and

m
We will also sometimes need the following condition

(ii) all periodic points of / are hyperbolic and repelling.

Below we will give precise definitions, but let us summarize the main results here
already for C00 maps. (For C2 maps we will need to be more precise about what
it means for a critical point to be non-flat.)
Theorem. Let f.M^M be a C00 map without flat critical points. Assume that f
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satisfies condition (i). Then
—the period of periodic attractors and non-hyperbolic periodic orbits of f is

uniformly bounded.
Moreover, ι/(ii) holds then

— / has an absolutely continuous invariant probability measures of positive
entropy;

— / is globally expanding, i.e., there exists λ > 1 and K>0 such that for any
maximal interval In on which f"\In is a diffeomorphism one has

Remark. Our proof gives a finite algorithm to check whether condition (ii) is

satisfied, provided dist( \J /"(C(/))\C(/), C(/)) is known (which is for example
" ^ 1

the case if all critical points are eventually periodic). This algorithm is sketched
during the proof of the theorem.

Statement of Results. Let M be either S1 or [0,1]. Furthermore assume that
f.M^M is a C2 map. We say that c is a critical point of/ if f\c) = 0 and that
ceC(f) if c is a critical point or a boundary point of M. A critical point is said to
be non-flat if there exists a neighbourhood of c and 2 g k < oo, such that / is
£max(3,fc) o n t kj s neighbourhood and such that the kih derivative at c is non-zero,
f(k)(c) φ 0. (It will not suffice for our purposes that / is C2 near critical points, see
the proof of Lemma 1.2.) Clearly this non-flatness condition is satisfied for analytic
maps which are not constant.

We should remark that, just as in [Mi], the results we shall state presently also
hold for maps which are piecewise C2. In this case the notion of critical point has
to be somewhat extended. We shall go into this at the end of this section.

For peM let O(p) = \J f\p) be the forward orbit of p. It is said to be a periodic

point of period n if the orbit O(p) consists of n points. We say that a periodic point
p of period n is hyperbolic if |(/7(p)l # l If f\P) = P one has (/")'(/>) = ( / 7 ( / ( P ) ) =
" = (/")'(/" 1(P))> a n d in particular if p is a hyperbolic periodic point then each
of the points /*(/?), / ̂  0 is also hyperbolic. So if | (fn)'(p) | φ 1 we call O(p) a hyperbolic
periodic orbit.

Suppose fn(p) = p. If \(fn)'{p)\ < 1 then O(p) is said to be a hyperbolic attracting
periodic orbit. If \(fn)'(p)\ > 1 then O(p) is a hyperbolic repelling periodic orbit.
The basin B(O(p)) of a periodic orbit O(p) is the set {x; fn(x) -• O(p) as n -• oo}. The
immediate basin B0(O(p)) of O(p) consists of the union of the components of B(O(p))
which intersect O(p). We say that periodic orbit O(p) is an attractor if Bo(O(p))
contains an interval. It is not hard to show that an attracting periodic orbit is
either hyperbolically attracting or is non-hyperbolic.

We say that a set K is invariant if f(K) a K. An invariant set K is called
hyperbolic if there exist C > 0 and λ> 1 such that for each xeK one has either
\Dfn(x)\ ^ Cλnioΐ each n = 0,1,2,..., or |D/π(x)| g 1/C l/An for each n = 0,1,2,....

Furthermore we say that / satisfies the Misiurewicz condition if there exists a
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neighbourhood W of C(f) such that

U /W)))π^cC(/);
(i) )Xn=1 J

1 / is not injective.

Sometimes we will also need the following condition:

(ii) all periodic points of / are hyperbolic and repelling,

or the following weaker version of this:

(ii') all periodic orbits of / are hyperbolic.

Let us now state the main results of this paper.

Theorem A. "Periodic attractors have low periods". Let f:M-*M be a C2 map
without flat critical points satisfying the Misiurewicz condition (i). Then there exists
N < oo such that the minimal period of each periodic attractor or non-hyperbolic
orbit is less than N.

From Theorem A the period of periodic attractors or non-hyperbolic orbits is
uniformly bounded. (The boundedness of the period of periodic attractors has
recently been proved for general C 2 maps without flat critical points, see [M.M.S.].)
Let Bo be the union of the immediate basins of periodic attractors. From
Theorem A it follows that Clos(J30) is a finite union of intervals.

Theorem B. "Hyperbolic structures and quasi-polynomial non-linearity". Let f.M-^M
be a C2 map without flat critical points. Assume that f satisfies the Misiurewicz
condition (i) and also (ii'). Then f is globally expanding, i.e., there exist constants
λ>\ and K>0 such that for any maximal interval In such that fn\In is a
diffeomorphism andfn(In)nB0 = 0 one has

(*) ,, ," ^Kλn.

Also there is a hyperbolic structure on the set of periodic points: there exist constants
λ > 1 and K>0 such that if p is a periodic point of (minimal) periodic n then

(**) \Df"{p)\ZK λ".

Moreover, fn\In is quasi-polynomial in a sense which is defined in Proposition 10.1.

Once we have the estimates from Theorem B it turns out that one can prove
the following two results almost immediately.

Theorem C. "Hyperbolicity, measure and ergodicity". Let f:M-*M be a C2 map
without flat critical points. Assume that f satisfies the Misiurewicz condition (i). Let
Kbea compact set such thatf(K) c K and which does not contain any non-hyperbolic
periodic points.

i) // (C(f)vB0)nK = 0 then K is a hyperbolic set.
ii) / / K is a Borel set with positive Lebesgue measure such that Bor\K = 0 and
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KΦM, then C(f) φ 0 and K contains an interval which has at least one critical
point in its interior.

Statement i) of Theorem C was already proved by Mane in [Ma]. Mane's proof
is rather indirect: a certain non-hyperbolic compact invariant set is constructed
using the Lemma of Zorn, and then it is shown that this leads to a contradiction.
An advantage of our proof is that it is constructive and gives a finite and effective
way to check the assumption that K does not contain any non-hyperbolic periodic
points.

Theorem D. "Invariant measures." Let f.M^M be a C2 map without flat critical
points. Assume that f satisfies the Mίsίurewicz conditions (i) and (ii). Then f has an
absolutely continuous invariant probability measure of positive entropy.

From Theorem C the support of each of these absolutely continuous measures
is a finite union of intervals. If C(f) = 0 then the support of each absolutely
continuous invariant measure is equal to S1 (and in particular there exists just one
absolutely continuous invariant measure). If C(f) φ 0 then the support of each
absolutely continuous invariant measure contains at least one critical point in the
interior of its support (and in particular the number of ergodic components of
absolutely continuous invariant measures is at most C(/)).

The results stated above also hold for maps which are piecewise C2 and have
no flat critical points. Let us define these notions. We say that / is piecewise C2

if there exists a finite set of points F such that / extends to a C2 map on the closure
of each component of M\F and such that/'(x) Φ 0 for all xeM\F. (So the points
in F can be discontinuities of/.) In this case we say that ceK(f) if ceF or if cedM.
We say that / is non-flat at K(f) if for each ceK(f) and each component U of
M\{c} there exists fce{l,2,3,...} such that f\ U is Ck+ i near c and (f\ U)ik)(c) Φ0.
(Here a one-sided derivative is meant.) Now replace the Misiurewicz condition (i)
by: there exists a neighbourhood W of K(f) such that

/is not injective.

For each n,fn is continuous on a neighbourhood of Clos(£0).

Theorems A-D are valid for maps f\M-+M which are piecewise C2, satisfy (i')
and have no flat critical points. The proofs in this more general setting go through
without much change if one replaces C(f) everywhere by K(f). In particular the
results in this paper imply the results on piecewise C2 expanding Markov maps
from [La.Y.].

Comparison with Results on Collet-Eckmann Maps. After this paper was written,
Tomasz Nowicki and I considered C2 mappings without flat critical points
satisfying (ii) and the Collet-Eckmann conditions. These conditions say that there
exists K > 0 and λ > 1 such that

(C.E.1) \Df"(f(c))\ZKλ\ Vn^O, VceC(/),

(C.E.2) n>0 and fn(z)eC(f)=>\Dfn(z)\^Kλn.
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From Mane's result follows that, for C2 maps, Misiurewicz condition (i) implies
(C.E.I). So the difference between the Misiurewicz case and the Collet-Eckmann
condition is that (i) is replaced by the weaker condition (C.E.I) and that one adds
condition (C.E.2). In [N.S.I] and [N.S.2] it was proved that these maps satisfy
the assertions of the theorem above.

The proof of the existence of an absolutely continuous invariant measure
depends on / being globally expanding. To show that globally expanding maps
satisfying the Collet-Eckmann condition have good invariant measures is much
more subtle than to prove the corresponding result for globally expanding maps
satisfying the Misiurewicz conditions. This is because branches of fn can be short
for Collet-Eckmann maps. It is shown in [N.S.2] that in order to prove the
existence of these measures one only needs condition (C.E.I) and the technical
condition that there exists C < oo such that for any n ^ 0 and for any interval /„
for which fn\ln is a diffeomorphism one has

(*) "Σ I/'UJI^C.
j=o

In [N.S.I] it is shown that (*) follows from (C.E.I) and (C.E.2).
On the other hand, to show that a map / is globally expanding (or satisfies

(*)), is for essential reasons much harder in the present case. This is because
condition (C.E.2) gives a uniform contraction in backward time (and uniform
hyperbolicity on the set of periodic points of high period). In the present paper one
does not have condition (C.E.2) but only the condition that all periodic orbits are
hyperbolic and repelling. This last condition does not give a uniform hyperbolic
structure on the set of hyperbolic periodic points. Therefore the proof is much
more indirect, and not based on induction.

For unimodal maps satisfying the negative Schwarzian derivative condition
T. Nowicki proved that (C.E.I) implies (C.E.2), [No3]. More generally I would
like to make the following

Conjecture. Let / be C0 0 and have no flat critical points. If satisfies the (C.E.I)
condition and if all periodic orbits of / are hyperbolic and repelling then / also
satisfies condition (C.E.2).

Organization of this Paper. Because no assumptions are made on Sf one has no
a priori estimates on the nonlinearity of /". In Sects. 1,2, and 3 we give some very
general tools which enable us for any n ^ 0 and any smooth map / to get control
on the non-linearity of / " on intervals /„. These intervals In have to have the

n-ί

property that £ !/*(/„)! is universally bounded. In Sects. 4,5 and 6, the disjointness
i = 0

of certain orbits of intervals and the Misiurewicz condition are combined to show
that expansion is big along periodic orbits with high periods an in particular
Theorem A is proved. In Sects. 7,8 and 9 this big expansion along periodic orbits

n - l

is used to show that £ I/*'(/«) I is universally bounded for all n ^ 0 and all intervals
i = 0

In such that fn\ln is a diffeomorphism and fn(In)nB0 = 0 . Once this is known,
Theorems B-D are quite easy to prove. This is done in Sects. 10-13.

In fact, using the ideas from Sects. 7,8 it is possible to give a very short proof
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of the results of [Ma]. This proof will be published in a book entitled "One-
dimensional dynamics" which is being written by W. de Melo and myself.

For convenience we will use the following notation: Let (x,y) (respectively
[x,y]) be the smallest open (respectively closed) interval containing both x and y.
The Lebesgue measure of a measurable set of / a M is denoted by |/|.

Also we will use the following notation. We say that an interval / is wandering
if fι(I)nfj(I) = 0 for all 0 ^ / < j and if no point of / is contained in the basin
of a periodic attractor.

Finally we shall use the convention that σ(t) (respectively O(ή) denotes a function
such that σ(f)->0 as ΐ -•() (respectively such that O(ή/t is bounded) as t-+0.

1. How Does a Map Distort Cross Ratios?

Later in this paper we need to get good estimates on, for example, the size of f~n(I)
for large n and small intervals / 1 M. Since / has critical points we cannot hope
to get a bound for the non-linearity of /". So instead of the affine structure, we
will use the projective structure on IR. In this section we will make this precise by
using the smoothness of/ to measure the distortion of the cross-ratio of a pair of
intervals.

Let M be either the circle Sι or the interval [0,1], and Γ c M b e a n open
interval. Let g M - ^ M b e a C 1 map with g\T a diffeomorphism onto its image.

1.1 Definition. Let J c T be open and bounded intervals such that T-J consists
of two non-trivial intervals L and R. Define two cross ratios of intervals as

where | /1 denotes the length of an interval /. If g is monotone on T we define

A, T n C(g(T\g{J)) D(g(T),g(J))
Λ(g,T,J)= C ( τ j ) , B(g,T,J)= D { τ j ) . (1.2)

In Sect. 3 it will turn out that monotone maps #:[(), 1]-»IR such that
A(g9 T , J ) ^ 1 (respectively ^ c > 0 ) for all intervals JczTcz[0,1] have many
properties similar to those of conformal (respectively quasi-conformal) maps in the
complex case. The main aim in Sects. 1-9 will be to estimate A(fn,Tn,Jn) from
below for large n and appropriate intervals Tn and Jn. As pointed out in [M.S.]
the operators A and B are related to the Schwarzian derivative of/:

f'(x) 3\f'(x)

In the following two results we give estimates for the distortion of these operators
if/ is C2. In many papers on one-dimensional dynamics one only considers maps
f.M^M such that Sf(x) < 0 for all xeM. The main motivation for this assumption
is that the class of maps with 5/ < 0 is closed under iteration: if Sf < 0 then Sfn < 0
for all n > 0. As we will see in the next lemma this implies that fn expands cross
ratios. So if we have assumed that Sf < 0 then there would have been no need for
most of the results from Sects. 1-9. The next lemma also says that Sf < 0 near a
non-flat critical point.
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1.2 Lemma. Let JczT be intervals such that T — J consists of two non-trivial
intervals and f:T->U be a C3 map.
a) If f\T is a diffeomorphism and Sf(x)<0 for all xeT then A(fTJ)>\ and
B(f,T,J)>l.
b) If CET is a non-flat critical point off then there exists a neighbourhood U of c
such that Sf(x) < 0 for every xeU — {c}.

Proof Statement a) is well known and proved in for example [M.S.]. The proof
of b) is elementary. Since / is non-flat at c, there exists k ̂  2 such that f(i)(c) = 0
for i = l , . . . , / c - l , f(k)(c)Φθ and / is C m a x ( 3 Λ ) near c. Therefore there exists

f"(x) = k(k - \)a {x -cf-2 + σ(\x- c\k~2). Moreover since / is Cmax(3'Λ), f'"(x) =
k(k - l)(/c - 2)a-(x - c)k~3 + σ(|x - c\k~3). Hence (/'(x))2 Sf(x) = f'(x)fm(x) -
^"(x)) 2 = fl2 (fc2(!fc-l)(fc^
((fc-2)-f(/c-l)) (x-c) 2 f c- 4 + σ( |x-c| 2 f c" 4). Since k^2, it follows that Sf(x)<0
for x near c (and x φ c). Q.E.D.

Remark. If / is just C3 outside c, but just C2 at c and /(2)(c) φ 0 then statement
b) of Lemma 1.2 is not true in general. Take for example the function / defined
for x > 0 by f(x) = x2 4- sin(l/x) x9/2 and let /(0) = 0. Then an explicit calculation
shows that / is C2 on [0, oo) and that for x > 0, (/r(x))25/(x) = 2cos(l/x) x" 1 / 2 -
3/2-4 +O(x1/2). In particular there exists a sequence of points x π |0 such that
SflxJ-oo.

The next proposition gives estimates for A(fT,J), B(fT,J) also when T is
not close to some critical point.

1.3 Proposition. (Bounded distortion from "projective maps" in the C2 case.) Let
f'.M^MbeaC1 map and have no flat critical points. Then there exists a constant
Coe(0, oo) and an increasing function σ:[0, oo)-•((), Co) with limσ(ί) = 0 such that

are intervals and Df{x) Φ0 for all XGT then ^°

(1.3)

where L and R are the connected components of T\J.

Remarks
1. It is really essential in this proposition that / is C2. It is not sufficient that / '
is Lipschitz. (Below the proof of Theorem 2.3 an example is given.) This
is in contrast with the usual bounded non-linearity results, see for example
Proposition 1.4.
2. If in addition /" is Lipschitz then one can prove under the same assumptions
that there exists Co such that

(1.4)

see [M.S.]. Although not necessary, these improved estimates make some of the
estimates in this paper more explicit.

Proof of Proposition 1.3. Let us prove (1.3) only for the operator A. The proof for
the operator B is in fact easier. Let K2 = sup \Df(x)\. Let T be an interval such

xeM
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that f\ T is a diffeomorphism. Let J c T and write T = [α, d], J = [b, c], L = [α, fc]
and Λ = [c,rf].

Take ε > 0 . If |L|, | jR|^ε then dist(J,C(/))^ε and from the mean-value
theorem there exists a constant Kι(ε)>0 such that for any such intervals J and
T one has \f(J)\/\J\^ K^ε) and \f(T)\/\T\ £ K^ε). Now

\f(T)\

\L\JJ\ \RuJ\

Hence if | L | , | Λ | ^ £ , then

So (1.3) follows if there exists a constant Co < oo and an increasing function

σ:[0,diam(M))->(0,Co)

with lim σ(t) = 0 such that for any pair of intervals J and T as above

A(f,TJ)-\^-\L\ σ(\R\). (1.6)

From Lemma 1.2b there exists a neighbourhood U of C(f) such that Sf(x) < 0
for all xeU\C(f). For later use assume that each component of U contains a point
of C(/). From the non-flatness condition we may also assume that U is chosen
sufficiently small so that / ' is monotone on each component of U\C(f).

Let us deal with several cases separately.

Case 1. First assume that T aU.
Then from Proposition 1.2a implies that A(f, T, J) > 1 for any J c T.
So we may from now on assume that T is not completely contained in U.

Choose a neighbourhood V of C(f) with Clos(V) c int(U) and K3 > 0 so that any
interval / such that f\I is a diffeomorphism and such that \f(I)\/\I\ :g K3 is
contained in V. Let K4e(0,1) be so that the diameter of each of the components
of U - V is at least K4.

Case 2. Now assume that \f(c) — f(a)\/\c — a\^K3 and that T is not a subinterval
of 17.

From the definition of K3 and V9 since we have assumed that T is not completely
contained in U, and since \f(c) — f(a)\/\c — a\ ̂  K3 we have that a,b,ceV and
d^C7. Therefore there exists c'eC(f)nU such that |α — c'\ < \b — c'\ < \c — c'\. Since
we had assumed that the function t-+f'(t) is monotone one each component of
U\C(Jl

f(c)-fΦ)

f(c)-f(g)-L

c — a
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Hence

f(c)~f(b)f(d)-f(a) f(d)-f(a)
Q — \y rf — d rf — U

A(f,T,J)-l = \ > 1

c—a d—b d—b

(f(d) - f(a))(d -b)- (f(d) - f(b))(d -a) d-b
(d-a)(d-b) f{d)-f{b)

- f(d))(b -a) + (d~ b)(f(b) - f(a)) d-b

(d-a)(d-b) f(d)-f(b)

(b-a) (d-b)(f(b)-f(a))
(d-a) (d-a)(f(d)-f(b))

d — a

Since, a9b9ceV and deU, we have \d — a\9 \d — c\>KAr and it follows that

A(f9T9J)-l> b-a 1 > 1 1_
|L||JR|

 = "d-a\b-a){d-c)= ~{d-a){d-c)= (K4)
2'

So (A(f9 T9J)— 1)/|L| \R\ is bounded away from below. This completes the proof
of (1.6) in this case.

Case 3. Now assume that (\f(d)-f(b)\)/(\d-b\)£K3 and that T is not a
subinterval of U.

By interchanging the role of L and R one proves as in Case 2 again that
(A(f9 T9 J) — \)I\L\ \R\ is bounded away from below. Again this completes the proof
of (1.6) in this case.

Case 4.

\f{c)-f{a)\
ί K 3 > 0| c _ f l | ="J— | d _ b | ="

For XGM such that x + αeM, define μ(a9x) by

/(α + x) = /(α) -f- μ(a9 x)x. (1.8)

Since / is C2 the function μ is uniformly continuous. We claim that

9a + yeM9 xφy

0 a + x9a + yeM, x = y

is continuous. Indeed, using the convention that σ(τ) stands for some bounded
function such that σ(τ)->0 as τ->0, and using (1.8) we have for xφy,

- f(a)) ~ *•(/(<* + y) - f(a))
ψ{a χ } _ rif

x-y{x-y)
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Since / is C2, we get from Taylor's theorem

y\f'(a)x + / » y + σ(x)x2l - x\f\a)y + / » ^ + σ(y)y2λ

χ-y(x-y)

This proves that Ψ(a, x, y) is continuous on R, where K = {(α, x,y); α, a + x, α + yeM
and 13;I/Ix - y | g 1}. Moreover, Ψ{a9x9y)^fff{a)/2 as (x,y)eR and (x,>;)-(0,0). If

I ^ 1 then write χ = (t+l)y and one has

(a + y) + /'(a + y)ίy + f"(a + y ) ^ + σ(ί>;)(ί);)2 -

{l+t)y\J(a + y ) -

/(α) - /(α + y) + f'(a + y)y + /"(α + y) ψ + σ(ty)ty2

Simplifying this, using f(a)=f(a+y-y)=f(a+y)-f'(a+y)y+f"(a+y)y2

gives

Ψ(a, (1 + t)y, y) =

f"(a + y% + σ(y) + f"(a + y)U σ(ty)t

+ σ(ty)t

2 1 + ί '

It follows that (α,ί, )>)->• ^(α,(l + t)y,y) is a continuous function on

{(a, t, y); a, a + (1 + ί)y, α + yεM}

and that "P(α,0,0) = f"(a)/2. All this together implies that Ψ{a,x,y) is continuous
(and even uniformly continuous).

Write b = b — a, c — c — a and d = d — a. Let us estimate A(f, T, J) — 1 from
below. Since (|/(c) -/(α)|/|c - α|) ̂ K 3 > 0 and (|/(d) -f(b)\/d -b\)^K3>0 one
has

f(c)-f{b)M-f(a) _ f(c)-f(a)f(d)-f(b)

AίfTT\ 1 C ~ f c d a C a d b

f(c)-f(a) f(d)-f(b)
c—a d—b

f(c)-f(b) f(d) -f(a) /(c) -f(a) f(d) - f(b)

c—b d—α c—a d—b

μia,c) c-μ(a,byb\.^ . ,, .fμ(a,d)-3-μ(a,byl
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- 1

d-b

μ(a,c)-μ(a,b)

c-b

μ(a,d)-μ(a,b)

Hence

\L\

μ(a,c)-μ(a9b) μ(a,d)-μ(a,b)
— ~ -μ{a,d) — μ(a,c)

- 1
- ί'\Ψ(aic9b)'μ(aJ)- Ψ(a,d,b) μ(a,c)\.

Since μ(α, x) and Ψ(a, x, y) are uniformly continuous it follows that the function

σ(ί)= ^ sup \Ψ{a9c9byμ{a9d)-Ψ(a9b9byμ(a9c)\

is monotone increasing, uniformly bounded and σ(t) -> 0 as t -• 0. It follows that

1
Λ ( / , Γ , J ) - l ^ - | L | σ(|K|) \2*

Again this completes the proof in this case. Since we have dealt with all cases the
proof of Proposition 1.3 is completed. Q.E.D.

So / cannot contract the cross-ratio too much. Similarly we will also use that
/ cannot be too non-linear away from the critical points.

1.4 Proposition. (Bounded distortion from "linearity".) Let f be C2 and let U be a
neighbourhood of the set of critical points C(f). Then there exists C < oo such that

a) for any interval J with JnU = 0 one has

\Df(x)\

\Df(y)\

for all x,yeJ.
b) for any interval J such that f\J is diffeomorphism and any xsJ\U and one has

\f(J)\
\J\ '

Proof The proof is elementary.

2. The Distortion of Cross-Ratios and Non-linearity under Iterates

In the last section we obtained lower bounds for A(f, T, J), £(/, T, J). In this we
also aim to get lower bounds for A(fn, T, J), B(fn, T, J) for any n and for appropriate
intervals J czT. (If we had assumed that Sf(x) < 0 for all xeM, then one would
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immediately have A(fn, T , J ) ^ 1 and there would have been no need for this
section.)

In this section we prove that / " cannot contract the cross-ratios C and D too

much.

2.1 Theorem. Let f:M-+M be a C2 map those critical points are non-flat. Then
there exists a bounded increasing function σ:[0, oo)-> M+ such that σ(ί)-»0 as ί->0
with the following property. If T is an interval such that fm is a diffeomorphism on
Tthen:

(2.1)

m - l

Proof Since A(fm,T,J)= f ] Λ(/,/'(T),/V)) this theorem is an immediate
i = 0

corollary of Proposition 1.3. Q.E.D.

2.2 Theorem. Let f be a C2 map with no flat critical points. There exists a bounded
increasing functions σ:[0, oo)-»R + with σ(ί)->0 as ί-»0 with the following property.
Let T => J be intervals such that fn \T is a diffeomorphism and such that T\J consists
of two components L and R. Then

A{f\ T,J) ^ expί -σ(τ) "Σ I / U ) l I (2.2)
I i ° J

Proof. From Proposition 1.3 one gets

Q.E.D.

Remark. If / is C 3 there exists C < oo such that the function σ(ί) from Theorems
2.1 and 2.2 satisfies σ(τ) ̂  Cτ, see the remark below the statement of Proposition 1.3.

The next result tells us roughly speaking the following. Assume that J c T are
n- 1

intervals such that | T\ ̂  2|J|, fn\T is a diffeomorphism and £ |/ '(J) | g 1 and let
i = 0

T 1 and Γ 2 be the components of T\J. Then \fn(Tx)\ and |/ Π (Γ 2 ) | cannot both

be much bigger than | / n ( J ) | .

2.3 Theorem. "Macroscopic Minimum Principle." Let f be a C2 map with no flat
critical points. Then for every pe(l, oo), p t > 2p and S < oo there exists τe(0,1) with
the following property. Take n>0 and let J be an arbitrary interval with
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Then there exists an endpoint x of J such that for any interval TZDJ having x as
one of its boundary points such that i) fn\ T is a diffeomorphism, ii) | T\ ^ p-\ J\ and
iii) | / ι ( Γ \ J ) | ^τ,Vi = 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1 one has

\fn(T)\^Pl \fn(J)\. (2.3)

Proof Choose ργ>2p and S as above. Let σ(t) be the function of Proposition 1.3.
Assume that τ > 0 and σ0 > 0 be so small that σ(t) ^ σ0 for all t e[0, τ] and

2p-σo-S'2p
-j ^ — <Pi (2.4)
1 — σo S 2p

Since σ(ί) -• 0 as ί -• 0 this is possible.
Take the point y in the middle of int(J) = (a,b). Either:

\b-y\ ^ \b-a\
or

fn(y)-fn(a)\^\fn(b)-fn(a)\
\y-a\ = \b-a\

(or both). Let us assume that (2.5a) holds. Then choose x = a and let T =» J be an
interval having x = αas its boundary point and satisfying i)-iii). Write T = [α, w],
J o = (y, b), L = [α, 7] and R = [b, u]. Let p 2 be so that

Then p2 g p and therefore (2.4) implies

2p2-σ0'S-2p2

1 -σo'S-2ρ2

<Pl. (2.6)

Assuming that max i s s O fi,... f«-il/ iMI ^ τ we will show that (2.3) holds.
One has T\Jo = LuR and since we are in the case a),

\fVo)\ \fn(b)-fn(y)\

\Jo\ _ \b-y\ S L

\fn(LuJ0)\ \fn(b)-f»(a)\= v '
\LvJ0\ \b — a\

Using Proposition 1.3 one has

>:-σ0'S. (2.8)
i = 0 ί = 0

On the other hand \JouR\/\T\=(2p2 - l)/2p2 and therefore, using (2.7),

\f"(T)\

| / ' (LuJ o ) | | /VoUit) |

| L u J 0 | | J o υ Λ |
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\fv)\\\

Combining (2.8) and (2.9) one gets

2p2-l

\fn(J)\=l-σ0'S'2p2'

and hence

\fn(R)\ ^l-σo S'2p2 + 2p2-l =2p2-σ0 S'2p2

\fV)\ = l S 2 l S 2=

\fV)\ \fV)\ = l-σo-S'2p2 l-σo-S'2p2 '
From (2.6) it follows that this last expression is at most px. Q.E.D.
Remark. In Theorems 2.1-2.3 it is essential that / is C2. Indeed, if Df is
only Lipschitz then Proposition 1.3 is not valid anymore. Take for example
f(x) = x + χ\χ\f L = [-4ε, -ε), J = [-ε,ε], R = (ε,4ε]. Then

B(f9T,J)-l= (l + 5ε)2

 = - 5 ε - 2 1 ε 2 5
\T\ 8ε 8ε(l + 5ε)2 8

2.4 Corollary. Let f:M^> MbeaC2 map without flat critical points. Iff is unimodal
or f satisfies the Misίurewicz condition then f does not have wandering intervals.

Proof The corollary is an immediate corollary of the proof in [M.S.] and the
theorem above. Q.E.D.

Remark. Corollary (2.4) was first shown for maps with negative Schwarzian
derivative and one critical point (without the Misiurewicz condition) by J.
Guckenheimer, [Gul]. Very recently A.M. Blokh and M. Ljubich [Lj] and [B.L.]
have shown that C2 maps f\M->M without flat critical points (and such that all
critical points of / are local maxima or minima) have no wandering intervals.
Their proof is based on very precise topological analysis of the dynamics of intervals
maps and comined with the analytical tools of [M.S.]. (In [M.M.S.] this result
has been generalized to general C2 maps without flat critical points.)

We also will need a result to deal with the case "away from the critical points."
In this case we get bounded distortion from non-linearity.

2.5 Theorem. Let f.M^M be a C2 map and let U be a neighbourhood of C(f).
There exists Cγ < GO with the following property. Let J be an interval and let n be
such that fn\J is a diffeomorphism.

a)

\Df"(x)\ ί «-i

\Dfniy)\= e \ * ίtt,1

for all x,yeJ.

|/f(J)li (2.10)
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b) / / xeJ and fl{x)iO for alii = 0, l , 2 , . . . , n - 1 , then

i = O

Proof. The proof of this theorem is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.4.
Q.E.D.

This theorem is the main analytic tool in Mane's paper [Ma]. As in Lemma
.2.1 one can extend bounded non-linearity results to larger intervals. This is
formulated in the following theorem, which is due to Schwartz [Sch], see also [Ni].

2.6 Theorem. Let f:M->M be a C2 map and U be a neighbourhood ofC(f). Then
for every S < oo there exists p > 0 and C 2 < oo with the following property. Take
n<0 and let J be an arbitrary with

"Σ\fV)\^S and f\J)nΌ = 0, Vi = 0 , . . . , n - 1 .

Then for any interval TZDJ such that \ T\ ^ (1 + ρ)-\ J\ one has

(2.12)
\Df*(y)\

for all x, ye T.

Proof See [Sch, M.S.I or Str2].

3. A Koebe Inequality for Bounded Cross-Ratio Maps

In the last section we got a lower bound for A(fn, T9 J)9 B(fn

9 T9 J) provided upper
H - l n - ί

bounds for £ |/ ι(T)|or £ \f*{J)\ are available. In this section we will show that
i=0 i=0

a lower bound for A(fn

9T9J) and B(fn

9T9J) gives bounds on the type of
non-linearity of fn\T. Slightly shorter proofs of the results in this section can be
given when one argues by contradiction, but then no explicit estimates are obtained.

3.a. Generalizing the "Minimum Principle." For maps with S(f \ T) < 0 such that
f\T be a diffeomorphism, the derivative of f\T is bounded from below by the
derivative of/ on dT. For C 2 maps which satisfy lower bounds on the cross-ratio
operators a similar result is true. This result is the analogue of the maximum
principle for conformal mappings.

3.1 "Minimum Principle." Let g.T^M be a C 1 diffeomorphism with Γ =[>,&].
Let xe(a9 b). If for any J* a T* cz Γ,

then

\Dg(x)\^C3

2mm(\Dg(a)\9\Dg(b)\).
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Proof. The proof of this lemma can be found in [M.S.I]. Q.E.D.

Remark. This result is a infinitesimal version of the Macroscopic Minimum
Principle from Sect. 2.

3.b. Generalizing the "Koebe Distortion Principle." The next result shows that
having good bounds for the cross-ratio operator is almost as good as having
bounded distortion. It is the analogue of the Koebe inequality for conformal
mappings /1T which gives an estimate of Df(x) for points x such that f{x) stays
away from the boundary of f(T). For maps with S(/)<0 a version of the
corresponding property was first proved and used in [Strl] and reinvented in
[Gu2].

3.2 "Koebe Distortion Principle." For each C2,0 < τ <\ there exists K < oo with
the following property. Let g:T-+M be a C1 άiffeomorphism on some interval T.
Assume that for any intervals J* and T* with J* c T* a T one has

For an interval J* aT let L* and R* be the components of T\J*. Assume that

Then

(**) ^ max|0'(z)|^|g'(x)|, VxeJ*,
& zeT

and for every XEL*UJ* one has

if
Proof. After scaling we can assume that T = [0,1], g(T) = [0,1] and that g is
orientation preserving. Let us consider the following operators:

B(aT)
\f\2 \Dg(a)\\Dg(b)\'

where f = [α,B] <= T and

\l\ \R\
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where L and JR are the connected components of T — {x}. Observe that

Uf

Hence,

for every xeΐaT.

Stepl. Letτ'= \τ. Let α,fceT = [0, l] be such that g(a) = τ\ g(b)=l-τ'. Let
L= [0,a], J = [α,b] and R = [ft, 1]. (Notice that J* c J.) Furthermore let

\g(J)\

\L\
\g(R)\

|LuJ| ' |ΛuJ|
(3.1)

In this step we obtain an estimate for \g\a)\ and \g'{b)\ in terms of p. First of all,
using B0(g, J) ^ C2 we get

Also Bγ(g,L\jJya)έi C2, and hence

(3.2)

(3.3)

1-τ'

1-τ 1

hJ
A

\

(

J*

f~—

a b 1

J R

Fig. 1. The intervals L,J and R
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Moreover

From (3.3) and (3.4) (and the corresponding estimate for b) we get

\g'(a)\^C2γ^p, (3.5)

Itf'WI^y^p. (3.6)

From (3.2), (3.5) and (3.6) that there exists K' < oo, which only depends on τ' and
C2 and not on g9 such that

^ (3.7)

2. Let us estimate \g\x)\ for xeJ. From Lemma 3.1 one gets a lower bound
'(x)|:

i^-'p. (3.8)

Here the last inequality follows from (3.7). One obtains an upper bound for \g\x)\
as follows. Let l/ = [α,x], F = [x,6]. Since UuV = J,UnV = {x},anά(\g{J)\/\J\) =
p, we have either (|fif(l/)|/|J7|)^p or (\g(V)\/\V\)<^ p. Suppose the former holds.
(The second case is similar.) Then using B0(g, U) ̂  C2 one gets

With inequality (3.7) this gives

\g'(x)\S——, ^ — P (3.10)

Together with (3.8) this proves that there exists K" < oo which only depends on
τ' and C2 (and not on g) such that

K"ρ, (3.H)

for all xeJ. Therefore

l(KΊ2, (3.12)

for all x,yeJ. Since J* a J inequality (*) follows.

Step 3. Now we prove inequality (**). Let ueT be so that maxzeΓ|gf'(z)| = |^'(w)|.
If ueJ then (**) easily follows from (3.12). So we may assume that uφJ. To
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be definite assume that ueL. Then using B0(g,[u,b~\)^ C2 one gets

Hence, using (3.7), there exists a constant K!" not depending on g but just on C 2

and τ' such that

)\ = \g'(u)\ίK'" p. (3.13)
zeT

Combining (3.11) and (3.13) implies

^ max\g'(z)\^\g'(x)\ for all xeJ (3.14)
Λ- xeT

where K = K" •/£'". Since J * c J , ( * * ) follows.

Step 4. Let us now prove (***) and (****). If \g(x,y)\7>τr = jτ then

, \g(T)\
τ= τ τ

and if moreover (x, y)czL*vJ*,

\g(χ,y)\> \g(χ,y)\
\x,y\ - | L * u J * | - | L * u J * | ~ | L * u J * | 1 - τ ' '

On the other hand if \g(x,y)\ ̂  τ' = i τ then since 0(x)e[0,1 - τ ] = [0,1 - 2τ'],
τ, 1] = [2τ', 1] and τ < ^ this implies ^x),6ί(3;)e[τ', 1 — τ'] and therefore

[x,}>] cz J. But then (3.14) and the mean value theorem imply that

and

So in either case we have proved (***) and (****). Q.E.D.

3.c. Preimages of Sets. The Minimum Principle can be used to prove the following
reult. The proof of this result is not difficult and can be found in [N.S.2].

3.3 "Preimage Lemma." For each C2 there exists K < oo with the following
property. Let g.T-^M be a C1 diffeomorphism on some interval T = [α,)?]. Assume
that for any intervals J* and T* with J* cz T* cz T one has

B(g,T*,J*)ZC2>0.

Let ε>0 and AεcM a measurable set with \Aε\ = ε. Let Jα and Iβ be the maximal
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intervals of length ^ ε which are contained in g(T) and which contain g(a) and g(β)
respectively. Then

Proof The proof follows from the Minimum Principle, see Lemma 6.1 of
[N.S.2]. Q.E.D.

4. Orbits of Intervals with Disjointness Properties

In Sect. 2 it was shown that we could find a lower bound for B(fn, T,J) provided
n-\

t h e r e is a n u p p e r b o u n d for £ | / ι ( T ) | . If t h e i n t e r v a l s f \ T \ ΐ = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , n — 1
i = 0 n - 1

are all disjoint then we have a very obvious upper bound: £ l/'(^)l ^ l ^ l So
i 0

let us give a sufficient condition for T,f(T\...,fn~ι(T) to be disjoint.
Let / and J be subsets of M and f\M-+M some mapping. Let

r{ή) = card {i\fV)n J Φ 0 ,0 ^ i ̂  n - 1}.

We need the following set-theoretic lemma.

4.1 Lemma. ///"(/) cz J ί/ιen each point in M is contained in at most r(ή) of the sets

Proof. Suppose some point x of M is contained in / intervals

where 0 ^ i{\) < i(2) < < i(ϊ) < n. Let j = n — i(l). Then fj(x) is contained in the
/^-images

of all these intervals. Since

0 < j + i(l) < j + ί(2) <•••<; + /(/) = n,

and fj(x)efn(I) c •/ this implies that / ̂  r(n). Q.E.D.

From this last lemma we can get the following result. Let p be a repelling
periodic point of period n. Let

if Dfn(p)>0,

2n, if Dfn(p)<0.

Let / be the maximal interval such that pel, fn\I is a diffeomorphism and
fn(I)n0(p) = {p}. Similarly let / b e the maximal interval such that pel, f n \ Ί is a
diffeomorphism and such that fn(T)n0(p) = {/?}.

4.2 Lemma. Lei p, n, n, / and 7 be as above. Then each point of M is contained in
at most three of the intervals
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and in at most six of the intervals

If {Ί\..., Γ\Ί).
Proof. Let us just prove the second statement. Since fn(ΐ)n0(p) = {p}, we have

fi(ΐ)n0(p) = {fi(p)} (4.1)

for every 0 ^ i < n. Let J be the maximal interval containing {p} such that
J r\O{p) = {p). Notice that if some interval L intersects J but is not con-
tained in J then it has to contain an endpoint of J which belongs to O(p)
(otherwise J would not be maximal). Therefore if 0 ^ i < ή and fl(l)nJ Φ 0 then
/ ' ( / J n C l o s ^ n O ί p ) Φ 0 , and therefore, using (4.1),

/'•(p)eClos (J)nO(p) a 3Ju{p}.

From the choice of n there are at most six f s with 0 g ΐ < ή for which fi(p)edJ u {/?}.
Applying Lemma 4.1 completes the proof. Q.E.D.

5. Branch-Intervals off" and Wandering Intervals

We say that an interval / is a wandering interval if /, /(/), / 2 (/) , . . . are all disjoint
and if / is not contained in the basin of a periodic attractor. In [M.S.I] it was
shown that C2 maps satisfying the Misiurewicz condition (i) such that all of its
critical points are non-flat cannot have wandering intervals. More recently, based
on the analytic techniques in [M.S.I], A. M. Blokh and M. Ljubich, [Lj] and
[B.L.2], have shown that general C2 interval and circle maps without flat critical
points (and such that all critical points are local extrema) cannot have wandering
intervals. In this section we will show that for large n, many intervals In exist which
are extremely small and such that |/"(/„) | is not too small. Later this will be used
to show that / is globally expanding. The conclusions in this section are based on
the non-existence of wandering intervals and on the Misiurewicz condition, without
using properties related to the smoothness of the map /.

As before the basin B(K) of an invariant set K, f(K) a K9 is the set

B(K) = {x;fn(x)->K as w->oo}.

The union of the components B0(K) of B(K) containing points of K will be called
the immediate basin of K. Notice that f(B(K)) cz B(K). We say that a periodic point
is a (possibly one-sided) attractor if B0(O(p)) contains an interval. Let B be the
basin of periodic attractors and Bo be the immediate basin of periodic attractors.
More precisely, B = B(A) and Bo is the union of the components of B(Λ) which
contain points of A, where A is the set of all periodic attractors of /. Let / be a
component of Bo. Then for some k9f

k(I)aL Moreover if IndM = 0 then
fk{dl) cz dl and in particular one of the boundary points of / is a fixed point of fk

and the other boundary point / is either a fixed point of fk or mapped by fk on
the first boundary points. If / n dM consists of one point then the other boundary
point of / is a fixed point of fk.

If M = [0,1], by extending / to a slightly bigger interval, we may assume that

f(dM) c dM,
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and so at least one of the boundary points of M is periodic with period ^ 2.
Without loss of generality we may also assume that the periodic point(s) of / in
dM are hyperbolic. (Notice that we can choose this extension in such a way that
all points in the interior of the bigger interval will eventually be mapped into the
original interval. From this it follows that it suffices to prove Theorems A-D for
the extended map.) From now on we will make these assumptions if M = [0,1].
We say that /„ is a branch-interval of /" if /„ is a maximal interval for which fn\In

is a diffeomorphism.
If M = S1 then, in order to make sure that branch-intervals of fn either coincide

or are disjoint, we have to be a bit more precise. If #C(/)>0, then choose and
fix some arbitrary point xoeC(/). If C(/) = 0 then, since / is not a circle
diffeomorphism, |deg(/)| > 1 and we can choose some fixed point XQSS1 of/. Then
/„ is a branch-interval of /" if it is a maximal interval such that fn\In is a
diffeomorphism and xoφfn(In). Notice that if /„ is a branch-interval of/" then

XoΦAlά V/ = 0, l , . . . ,n-l . (5.1)

In fact if C(f) = 0 this is true since x0 is a fixed point of/. If C(f) φ 0 this holds
since fn\In is a diffeomorphism and since xoeC(f).

Similarly we say In is a *-branch-interval for fn if it is a maximal interval such
that ln is contained in a branch-interval of /" and such that furthermore
/w(/n)nClos(βo) = 0 .

For simplicity of notation let C+(f) = C(/)uδM if M = [0,1] and C+(f) =
C(/)u {x0} iϊM = S1. (Remember that we had assumed that f{dM) a dM.) Notice
that /„ is a branch-interval of /" if and only if it is a maximal interval with the
property that int (/'(/„)) n C + (/) = 0 for i = 0,..., n - 1. So from the assumption
on / it follows that either

(5.2a)

or

C(/) = 0 and fJ(C + (f)) = {x0}9 Vj^O. (5.2b)

5.1 Lemma. Assume thatf:M—>M is not injective and has no wandering intervals.
For each δ>0 there exist koJoeN such that for any interval T such that \T\*zδ
and such thatfn\T is a diffeomorphism for all n ^ 1, there exist 1 ̂  k ^ fc0, 0 ^ / g l0

and an interval L such that fk\L is a diffeomorphism, fk(L)czL,fι(T)c:L (and
therefore each point of T is in the basin of a fixed point offk\L or f2k\L).

Proof. If T is contained in the basin of a periodic attractor then this lemma is
trivially true. So assume that T is not (completely) contained in the basin of a
periodic attractor.

First we claim that there exist k0 < oo and Zo < oo such that for any interval T as
above, and which is not (completely) contained in a basin of a periodic attractor,
there exist fce{l,2,...,fc0} and Ze{0, l,...,/0} such that fι(T)nfι+k(T)Φ 0 .
Indeed, otherwise there exist a sequence of intervals Tf with 17)1 ̂  <$, and n(ί)-» oo
such that fl(Ti)nfm(Ti) = 0 for all O^Z, m^n(ΐ) with Iφm. By taking a
subsequence we get an interval T such that T^T for infinitely many Γs and
therefore f\T)r\fm(T) = 0 for all l9m^0,lΦm. But since T is not contained in
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the basin of a periodic attractor this implies that T would be a wandering interval, a
contradiction.

So there exists k0 and /0 such that for any interval T which is as above and
not contained in the basin of a periodic attractor, there are integers / and k with
l ^ / ^ / o , 0</cgfco such that fι(T)nfι+k(T)ϊ0. Write T0=fι(T). Then
fjk(To)πfϋ+1)k(To)ϊ0, V/^0. HenceL= (J fjk{T0) is an interval and fk maps

L diffeomorphically into itself. Since / is not injective, L is a proper subinterval
of M. The lemma follows. Q.E.D.

Remark. It is not hard to give a finite algorithm which, given a map / as in
Lemma 5.1, finds an upper bound for k0 and /0.

5.2 Lemma. Assume thatf:M^>M is not injective and has no wandering intervals.
For each δ>0 there exist kλeN and δ'e(0,δ) with the following property. Let T be
an interval with | T\ ^ δ andfn\T a diffeomorphism. Suppose that one of the following
holds'.

a)/"(T)nB o = 0 ;
b) all periodic orbits of f of period ̂  kγ are hyperbolic and fn(T) is not (completely)
contained in Bo;
c) T contains a periodic point of period greater than kx and fkί{T) contains no
periodic point of period less than kx;
d) n£7'kx.

Then

Proof Let k0 and /0 be the integers from Lemma 5.1 corresponding to δ. Let
k1 = 2/c0 4-10. Assume by contradiction that we can take a sequence of intervals
Tt satisfying a), b) or c) and integers n(ΐ)-^oo such that for every /^0, \Tt\ >δ,
fniί)\Ti is a diffeomorphism and such that lim \fn{i)(Ti)\ = 0. By taking a sub-

/-•oo

sequence we may assume that there exists a limit T of Tt such that \T\*z.δ, fn\T
a diffeomorphism for all n ̂  0, and finally \fn(i)(T)\ -• 0 for some sequence n(i) -> oo.

From Lemma 5.1 it follows that there exists an interval L and k^k0, /^/ 0

such that fk\L maps L diffeomorphically into itself, /fc(L)czL, and such that
T' = fι{T)c L. By assumption

| / " ( 1 ) " ' ( Γ ) h 0 as ί-oo. (5.3)

This implies that T* is contained in the immediate basin of an attracting fixed
point of fk:L^L. Hence fι(T) =T c 2?0 and we get a contradiction if a) holds.

If b) holds then fk:L^L has only hyperbolic fixed points, and therefore (5.3)
implies that Clos(T') is contained in the basin of some (hyperbolic) attracting fixed
point of fk\L. But this would imply f\T) = T" cz int(£0)> a contradiction.

If c) holds then notice that L contains at least one periodic point of period k
and no periodic points of other periods. Since T, contains a periodic point of period
greater than kγ = 2k0 +10 and since/'(Γ£) -> fι(T) cz L, it follows that/^η) contains
one of the boundary points a of L (and aφdM). But by assumption, fι(Ti) contains
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no periodic points of period less than kι. Since aφdM,fk(a) has period k and we
obtain a contradiction.

If d) holds then the result is trivial. Q.E.D.

Remark. Again there exists a finite algorithm which, for each δ > 0, gives a lower
bound for δ'.

The following corollary tells us that we can shrink branch-intervals /„ of/" so
that \fj(In)\ is not too big for all 0 ̂  j^ n and so that at the same time |/"(/„) | is
not too small.

5.3 Corollary. Assume thatf'.M-^M is not injective and has no wandering intervals.
Take δ>0 and let koεN and <>'e(0, δ) be the corresponding numbers from Lemmas 5.1
and 5.2 respectively. Take an interval In such thatfn\In is a diffeomorphism and such
that \fn(In)\^δ. Let Γnaln be a maximal interval such that \fj(Γn)\^δ for all
0 ̂  j ^ n. Assume one of the following holds:

a)/"(
b) fn(Γn) is not (completely) contained in Bo and all periodic orbits off of period
^ k0 are hyperbolic.

Then

Proof. By maximality \fj(Γn)\ = δ for some O^j^n. Taking T = fj(Γn) the result
follows from Lemma 5.2. Q.E.D.

In the next two results we will require that / is C2, has no flat critical points
and satisfies the Misiurewicz condition (i). Then Corollary 2.4 implies that / has
no wandering intervals. (The Misiurewicz condition (i) implies that/is not injective
and therefore we can apply Theorem 5.2 to /.) If the Misiurewicz condition (i)
holds then (5.2) implies that we can choose δ0 > 0 such that if / = [x, y] is a
(non-trivial) interval then

For later use let No be so that ceC(f) and fl(c)eC(f) implies that either i ̂  iV0

or that c has period ^ No. If C(f) ^ 0 w e choose neighbourhoods Uo c Vo <= Wo

of C(f) such that each component of Wo contains precisely one point of C(/), such
that each component of W0\V0, K0\l/0, U0\C(f) has at least length (50 and such
that

nC{f))nW0dC(f\ Vn>0. (5.5a)

Moreover, choose these neighbourhoods (and <50 > 0) so that if c is a non-periodic
point of/ such that f((c) = c'eC(f) for some i > 0 then

/ ' maps a component of I\{c} diffeomorphically onto a component of I\{c'}

(5.5b)

for / = (70, Vo or Wo. Because i^N0 this last condition can easily be satisfied.
(Condition (5.5b) is later needed to take care of additional complications that arise
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when (J / ί ( C ( / ) ) π C ( / ) # 0 . ) Let <5'0e(0,<50) be equal to the number δ' cor-

responding to δ = δ0 from Lemma 5.2. We will keep these numbers <50,<5'0 fixed
throughout the remainder of this paper.

In the next corollary we will show that images under / " of branch-intervals
of / " cannot be too small.

5.4 Corollary. Assume that f:M-*M is C2, has no flat critical point and satisfies
the Misiurewicz condition (i). Furthermore assume that all periodic orbits of f are
hyperbolic. Let In be a branch-interval off" such thatfn(In) is not completely contained
inBo.Then\fn{In)\^δ'o.

If additionally Clos(£0) consists of at most a finite number of intervals then

there exists a number δ'0>0 such that |/"(/») I ̂  ^o for every ^-branch-interval ln

of P.
Proof Let us first prove the result if /„ is a branch-interval. Let dln = {an,bn}.

From the maximality of In there exists i^j<n such that fι(an)eC+(f) and

fj(bn)eC + {f). If i = j then fj(In) contains two distinct points of C + (/). Hence

\f'(IH)\ ^ δ0. Iff < j then/'(α»)e U /*(C + (/)) and also fJ(bH)eC+(f). Again from
fc£l

the choice of δ0 this implies that \fj(In)\ ^ <50 From Lemma 5.2 it follows that in
both cases | /"(/„) | ^δ'o.

Let us now prove the result for *-branch-intervals of /". So suppose that
Clos(£0) consists of a finite number of intervals. Let N be a multiple of the period
of each of the periodic points in Clos(β0). Let / be the finite union of intervals
such that each boundary points of Clos (Bo) is contained in precisely one component
of / and such that / is the maximal set in M\Clos(B0) such that fN is a
diffeomorphism on each component of/. If for ceC(f) there exists an integer ieN
and a one-sided neighbourhood J of c such that fi(c)el, fι\J is a diffeomorphism,
and fι(J) is contained in / and contains the boundary point of / which is in
Clos(£0), then let i(c) be the minimal such integer. Choose δoe(0,δo) such that the
distance between endpoints of Clos(β0), C(f) and {/i(c)(c); ceC(f) such that i(c)
exists} is at least δ0. Let δ'oe(0,δo) be equal to the number δf corresponding to
δ = δ0 from Lemma 5.2.

Now let /„ = (an,bn) be a *-branch-interval of fn. Then from maximality there
exist 0^Uj<n such that /'(flJeC+ί/JuδίClosίBo)), fj(an)sC+(f)vd(Clos(B0)).
If /'(«„), fj(an)eC+(f) then the proof goes as in the case that /„ is a branch-interval
of/". If f\an\ fj(bn)edClos(B0)) then fn{an\ fn(bn)ed(C\os(B0)) and | / n ( / n ) | ^

^ 0 ^ $'o. N o w assume f\an)eC + {f) and fj(bn)ed(C\os(B0)). If j£i then f(bn)e

d(C\os(B0)\ and since f\an)eC + {f\ \fVn)\ ^ So. Using Lemma 5.2, | / " ( / M ) | ^ δ'o.

Finally if i < j then from the choice of (50 and since fj(bn)ed(Clos(B0)) one gets
\fj(In)\ ^ δ0. Again using Lemma 5.2 one gets |/"(/„)| ^ δ'Q. Q.E.D.

Now we will show that branch-invervals containing critical values of / have
images which are not too small in "both directions."

5.5 Corollary. Assume that f satisfies the Misiurewicz conditions (i), has no
wandering intervals and that f and that all periodic orbits of f are hyperbolic and
let δ'o be as above. Take ceC(f\ n ^ 0 , and the branch-interval In of fn containing
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/(c). ///" (/„) is not (completely) contained in Bo then one has

here Γn are the components of In\f(c).
If, additionally, Clos(£0) consists of at most a finite number of intervals then let

δ'0>0 be the number from Corollary 5.4. Then for any ^-branch-interval In of fn

containing f(c) one has \fn(Γn)\^δ'o, i= 1,2 for every ^-branch-interval In. Here
In,In are the components of In\f(c).

Proof Let us just prove the corollary if /„ is a branch-interval of/". Consider for

example J* = (an, bn) = (an, f(c)). Then there exists 0 ^ i < n such that f\an)eC+{f).

Since / K ) G C + ( / ) and f\bn) = fn+\c)e (J /'(C(/)) one gets \f\lD\ ^ δ0. From

Lemma 5.2 the result follows for /,[ = (an, f(c)). The proof for I2 is the same. Q.E.D.

5.6 Remark. In the results 5.1-5.3, the assumption that/ i s not injective and does
not have wandering intervals can be replaced by the assumption that / is C2, has
no flat critical points and satisfies the Misiurewicz condition.

Proof. In [M.S.I] it was shown that C2 maps satisfying the Misiurewicz condition
and having no fiat critical points, cannot have wandering intervals. Q.E.D.

6. The Proof of Theorem A: The Finiteness of the Period of Attractors

In this section we prove that expansion along periodic orbits increases as the
period increases. In later sections we sharpen this in an essential way.

6.1 Theorem. Let f be a C2 map such that all critical points of f are non-flat.
Furthermore suppose that f satisfies the Misiurewicz condition (i). Then there exists
a sequence Kn with Kn-+co as n -• oo such that if p is a periodic point and n the
period of p, then

\Dfn(p)\^Kn. (6.1)

Let p be a periodic point of period n. Then choose k = n if Dfn(p) ^ 0 and
k = In if Dfn(p) < 0. Then Dfk(p) ^ 0. Let J be a maximal interval containing p
such that fk\ J is a diffeomorphism and such that fk(J)n0(p) = {/?}. From Lemma
4.2 we know that each point of M is contained in at most six of the intervals
J, f(J),..., fk~\J) and therefore

i = 0

Notice that this disjointness also implies that for 0 ^ i < k, / ' (J) contains no periodic
points of period less than (k — ί)/6.

First we will prove two lemmas related to the results from Sect. 5.

6.2 Lemma. For each δ>0 there exists k0 < oo such that for any interval J as above
\J\^δ implies k^k0. In particular there exists a sequence K'k with K'k -> oo as k -> oo
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such that for any k and any interval J as above

( 6 2 )

Proof Let fc0, /0 e 1̂1 be the integers from Lemma 5.1 corresponding to δ. Let | J | ^ δ.
From Lemma 5.1 there exists 0 ̂  / ̂  /0 and 1 ̂  fc ̂  fc0 such that /Z(J) is contained
in an interval L and fk\L maps L diffeomorphically into itself; in particular each
periodic point in L has at most period k0. Since fι(p) is a periodic point of period
fc and since f\p)efι{J) c L it follows that fc ̂  fc0. Q.E.D.

6.3 Lemma. Lef <5>0 ant/ δ'e(0,δ) be the number corresponding to δ from
Lemma 5.2. Then for any interval J as above and any J*for which peJ% c j and
with |/ ι'(J*)l ^ δfor some O^i^kone has | / % / * ) ! ^ δ'.

In particular, if \fk{J)\ ^ δ, then for any maximal interval ./* <= J such that peJ^
and |/V*)I Sδfor a// / = 0,1,.. ., fc, one has | /V*)I ^ δ'.

Proof. Let fct be the number from Lemma 5.2 corresponding to δ. \ί k — i^Ίk^
then Lemma 5.2d implies | / % / * ) ! ^ £'. If fc - i > lkx then fi+kι(J*) contains no
periodic point of period less than (fc — (ί + fc1)/6)> /q. Since /V*) contains a
periodic point of period k^kι Lemma 5.2c implies again \fk(J*)\ ^ δ'. Q.E.D.

Next we state and prove a lemma which gives sufficient conditions for
(\fk(J)\)/\J\ to-be big for large fc. Let<50 and δ'o be the numbers which are chosen
in Sect. 5 (above Corollary 5.4).

6.4 Lemma. For each f as above, there exists a function p"(t) such that p"(t)^>oo
as ί->0 with the following property. Let J and k be as above and let J1 be the
components of J\{p}. Let T be an interval containing p such that fk\T is a
dijfeomorphism and such that for the components Tι of T\{p} one has Tι=>Jι,
/ V ) => Tι and \f\T)\ ^ δ0for i = 1,2. Then

ηj^ (6.3)

Proof. I f | / * ( J ) l £ i a o , t h e n

So for the remainder of the proof assume that \fk(J)\^^δ0. Let L = T^J1

and R = T2\J2. Since fk(Jf) ZD V,

Choose τ(ρ)e(0,iδo) corresponding to Theorem 2.3 for S = 6 |M| , p = | T\/\J\ and
Pi = 1 + 2p. From (6.5),
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Let τ'(ρ)e(0, τ{p)) be less or equal to the number δ'e(0, δ) corresponding to δ = τ(p)
from Lemma 6.3. We may assume that p -• τ'(p) is non-increasing. Since | fk(T)\ ^ δ0

for i = 1,2, and since we have assume that \fk(J)\^^δ0, one has |/k(L)|,
I fk(R)\ ^ ^δ0 ^ τ(p). Hence from Lemma 6.3 we can shrink Γ such that still T z> J
and such that

and

τ'(p) (6.7)

Since X \f\J)\ ύ 6 |Λf| = 5 we get from Theorem 2.3 either |/k(L)|/|/*(J)l =

- 1 ̂  2p or ( | / « i / V ) l ) ^ 2p. From (6.7) we get in either case
and therefore

lΛ/)|τ(p) 1

ΊJΓ-VΪTΓ (6*8)

So, from (6.8),

2p

But since τ'(p)>0 and τ'( ) is non-increasing, there exists a function p:R+ -»R +

such that p(ί)-f oo as c-»0 and such that (τ'(p)/2p) ̂  Λ/[Γf implies p ^ p ( | J | ) . In
particular inequality (6.6) gives that

Combining (6.4), (6.9) and (6.10) one has

\J\ - V JΪΓ\Ί Ί
This finishes the proof of Lemma 6.4. Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. If C(f) Φ 0 , then take the neighbourhoods Uθ9 Vo and Wo

from Sect. 5. If C(f) = 0 simply take Uo =VO = 0.
Let O be a periodic orbit with period n. Without loss of generality we may

assume that the period of 0 is bigger than #C(f) and therefore that OnC(f) = 0 .
Let k = n or In as before. Then Df\p)>0. We will subdivide the proof of
Theorem 6.1 in some cases.

Proof of Theorem 6.1 if OnU0 = 0. Consider a periodic orbit O such that
OnU0 = 0 and take some point peO. Let J 1 and J2 be the components of J\{p}.
Lemma 4.2 gives

Σ
i = 0
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From this and since OnU0 = 0 , we can apply Theorem 2.5b and there exists
K < oo such that for any periodic point peO, as above,

(6.11)

Case I. Let us first assume that C(f) φ 0 (and that OnU0 = 0) . Of course Dfk(p)
is the same for each peO. So we may estimate Dfk(p) at a convenient point p in
the orbit 0. Since C(/) # 0 , we assume that p is "closest to C(/)," i.e., that p is
chosen on the orbit 0 such that there exists ceC(f) such that

(c,p)nθ = 0. (6.12)

Let J 1 be the component of J\{p} such that / V 1 ) contains points from (c,p). We
claim that

Indeed, from the maximality of J either the interval C\os(fk{J1)) contains another
point of 0(p) and therefore, from (6.12) and the definition of J 1 , fk(Jι)^>{c,p) or
there exists 0 ^ ΐ < k such that C\os(fV^nCif) Φ 0 . In the first case I/V1)! ^
<5o = ̂ ό' because 0(p)nU0 = 0 and because each component of U0\C(f) has
length ^ (50. In the second case this gives I/V1)! §; <30 and therefore from Lemma
6.3, I/V 1)! ^ <5'o Hence (6.11) implies that

From Lemma 6.2 it follows that |/)/fc(p)| -• oo as k-^ oo. This completes the proof
of Theorem 6.1 in the case that C(f)nU0 = 0 and C(f) φ 0.

Case II. Let us now assume that C(f) = 0. In this case / is an immersion of the
circle with degree ^ 2 (or <£ - 2). In this case there is no uniform lower bound for
I fk( J) I and we cannot use the same argument as in the previous case. Define for t > 0,

(6.14)

where p" is the function from Lemma 6.4. Clearly p'"(t)-> oo as ίJ,0. Let T be the
interval containing p such that fk\T is a diffeomorphism and such that for the
components T of T\{/?} one has lATOl = i | S 1 | for ί = 1,2. Let J ' be the
components of J\{p}, and let J 1 be the interval such that J 1 and Γ1 are on the
same side of {/?}. From Lemma 6.2 it follows that (in the case that C(f) = 0) the
proof of Theorem 6.1 is completed once we show that for any periodic point p of
period k, and any J as above,

ί^W (6.15)
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and the required estimate holds. So assume that \fk{J)\^^\M\. Let T be the
interval containing p such that fk\T is a diffeomorphism and such that for the
components Γ of T\{p} one has \fk(Ti)\=$\S1\ for i= 1,2. As before let J f be
the components of J\{p} so that J f, Γ1 are on the same side of p. Since |/*(./)| ^ | | M |
and \fk(T)\ ^ ^S 1 1, this implies Jί a Γf. By definition of J 1 and since C(f) = 0 ,
C\os(fk(J1)) contains a periodic point ple0(p\ pι φp. (Unless O(p) = {p} in which
case there is nothing to prove.) Since ^eClosί/^J 1 )), and only one point of the
orbit O(p) can be contained in T (since / is a circle immersion and fk\T is a
diffeomorphism),

f\Jι) =3 r.

So applying Lemma 6.4 gives

I fk(J)\
l l ! 1 (6.17)

Combining (6.14), (6.16) and (6.17) inequality (6.15) follows. Thus the proof of
Theorem 6.1 is completed in the case that C(f) = 0.

Combining Cases I and II it follows that Theorem 6.1 holds for periodic orbits
0 such that OnUo = 0. Q.E.D.

Now we will consider periodic orbits O with period k such that OnU0Φ 0.

Proof of Theorem 6.1 for Periodic Orbits O such that OnU0φ 0. Take k! so big
that if a point in C(f) is in the basin of a periodic attractor then the period of this
periodic attractor is at most k'. Without loss of generality we may assume that O
is a periodic orbit whose period is bigger than 2k'. Define k to be the period or
twice the period of 0 as before. Since k ^ 2/c', for each peO one has Dfk(p) Φ 0 and
therefore, from the choice of /c, that Dfk(p) > 0.

Of course Df\p) is the same for each peO. So we may estimate Dfk(p) at a
convenient point in the orbit O. If there exists no ceC(f) and i > 0 such that
fi(c)eC(f) then simply choose some point peϋ0n0. In the general case we claim
that there are two possibilities:

a) one can choose peOnUo such that it is impossible to find i > 0, peO, c,c'eC(f)
and segments (//, c'\ (p, c) such that / ' maps (//, c') diffeomorphically onto (p, c), or
b) for each peO there exists ceC(f) such that fk maps (p, c) diffeomorphically into
itself.

Indeed assume that peOnU0 and does not satisfy a). Then let i be the maximal
number 0 < i: ̂  k such that there exists p'eO, c,c'eC{f) and segments {p\c'\ (p,c)
such that / ' maps (p', c') diffeomorphically onto (p, c). If i = k then we are in case
b). If i < k then one gets from (5.5b) that p'eOn Uo. So replacing p by p', one has
that the new point p satisfies the conditions in a). This completes the proof of the
claim.

Now condition b) contradicts our assumption that k ^ 2k'. So we may assume
that p is as in case a). Let T be the maximal interval containing p such that fk\ T
is a diffeomorphism. Therefore Clos(/fc(T)) contains two critical values of fk. Now
the Misiurewicz condition (5.5a) implies that all critical values of fk are outside
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Wo or coincide with one of the critical points Uo n C(f). If the last possibility
occurs then there exists 0 < i < k and aedT such that /'(α)eC(/) and fk(a)eC{f).
This clearly contradicts the fact that we are in case a). It follows that both endpoints
of fk(T) lie outside Wo and, since fk{p) = peU0, that fk(T) ZD WO.

Let T1 ZD J1 and T2 => J2 be the two components of T\{p}. From the maximality
of J it follows that either

T = J\ (6.18a)
or,

dfk(f) contains a point of O(p)\{p} say p\ (6.18b)

If (6.18a) holds then one has f\Jl) => f = V because otherwise the critical point
of fk\Clos(Tι) would be attracted to a periodic point with period k. But since
k>2k' this is impossible. If (6.18b) holds then fk(Ji) = (p^p% and since fk\(p,pι)
cannot be monotone (otherwise / would be a circle homeomorphism) (p, pι) => T.
So in either case one has

/*(•/') =>Γ\ (6.19)

Since both endpoints of fk(T)^W0 and fk(p) = peU0, / '(T 1 ) and fk(T2) both
contain a component of K0\(70. In particular |/ f c(T ι)| ^ <50, i = 1,2. From Lemma
6.4 it follows that

ηjp (6.20)
Now let

i= 1.2
|,.Ί i ,2

If (6.21) holds for J 1 instead of J 2 then we proceed similarly. Let R be the component
of T\J2 which is contained in T2. From Lemma 4.2 one has that

*Σ I/Vι)l ^ ϊ I/V)l ̂ 6 |M|. (6.22)
1=0 i = 0

Let
C = exp(-σ( |M|) 6 | M | ) > 0 ,

where σ is the minimum of the functions from Theorems (2.1) and (2.2). (In particular,
C is independent of J and fc.) From (6.22), the choice of C > 0 and Theorem 2.2,
it follows that A(fk,T\J')^C for all intervals J ' c Γ such that fk\T is a
diffeomorphism and such that one of the components of T'\J' is contained in J 1 .
In particular if we take T = Ru J, f = J2, L = J 1 and R' = R, then

A(f\T\J')^C. (6.23)

On the other hand,

\J'\ \fk(R'uJ')\ \fk(L'κjJ')\

u2ι ι/*(Λ'uj')l I/V)l ι r
^1/V)I iΛm I L U J Ί I ^ U J Ί

= u2ι ι/*(Λ'uj')l I/V)l ιrι ( v
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In this last line, the second factor is at most \M\/δ0 since \fk(R' u J') | = \f\T2) | ^ δ0

and the last is at most one. That is,

f\J2)\ \J\

0 \J2\ L/W
This and (6.23) gives

I/V2)l > cδ0 \fV)\
-VT^mΊJΓ- (6 25)

In particular from (6.21) and (6.20),

Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 6.1. Take a p,Jι,J2,J2 and k as above.
As before from (6.22) and the choice of C it follows that

for all J* c Γ * c J . Therefore Lemma 3.1 implies that for every aeJ1 and every
beJ2 one has

\Dfk(p)\ ^ C* mm{\Dfk(a)l\Dfk(b)\}. (6.27)

Using this, the mean-value theorem and inequalities (6.26) one gets

From this and Lemma 6.2 it follows that the proof of Theorem 6.1 is completed.
Q.E.D.

Sketch of Algorithm. From the proof above it follows that there exists an algorithm
which gives lower bounds for the functions p" and p'". In particular it follows that
there exists an algorithm which gives some ε such that if we choose N so big so
that IJI < ε, for every interval J as above corresponding to periodic orbits of period
k^N, and if every periodic orbit of/ of period k ^ N is hyperbolic then all periodic
orbits of / are hyperbolic. In particular there exists a finite algorithm to check
whether all periodic orbits of / are hyperbolic and repelling.

6.5 Corollary. Let f:M-+M be a C2 map satisfying the Misiurewίcz condition (i).
Then the closure of the immediate basins of /, Clos(B0), consists of a finite union of
intervals. Furthermore there is a neighbourhood V of C(f) such that for each
component Vt of V either

—all periodic points off in Vt are hyperbolic and repelling, or
-Vi^B0.

Proof. Theorem 6.1 tells us that the period of all attracting periodic orbits is
uniformly bounded. From this it follows that Clos (Bo) consists of a finite union
of intervals. Also the uniform bound on the period of attractors implies that if
there exists a critical point which is accumulated by attracting or non-hyperbolic
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periodic points then this critical points is also periodic. But this contradicts the
Misiurewicz condition. Q.E.D.

6.6 Corollary. Let f be an analytic map satisfying the Misiurewicz condition (ϊ)from
above. Then f has only a finite number of non-hyperbolic or attracting periodic
points. (Recently this corollary has been proved for arbitrary analytic maps f:M-* M,
see [M.M.S.].)

Proof. Let N < oo be such that all attracting or periodic points of / have period
less than N. (This N exists from Theorem 6.1.) If there are infinitely many such
points then they are all fixed points of fN\ Since / is analytic this implies that
fm = id. This implies that / is a diffeomorphism contradicting the Misiurewicz
condition (i). Q.E.D.

7. Compatible Intervals

As before we say that /„ is a *-branch-interval for fn if /„ is a maximal interval
such that fn\In is a diffeomorphism and such that fn(In)nB0 = 0. We know from
Sect. 6 that Close (Bo) consists of a finite union of intervals. We want to show that
there exists a constant S < oo such that for any *-branch-interval /„ of / " we have
π - l

Σ I/'CUI ^ S I n this section we will simplify this question by showing that it
i = 0

suffices to consider special intervals /„. In Proposition 7.1 we will give a condition

which gives a uniform bound for Σ | / " " i ι ~ x (/„) I = Σ I f\Q I. This condition does
i = 0 i=0

not require that \fn"ι(In)\ goes down exponentially with i. Instead this condition
requires roughly speaking that there exists a constant λ < 1 such that for any
•-branch interval /„ for / " and any 0 ^ i < j < n such that /'(/„) <= fj{In) one has

w - l

\fVn)\ ^A|/ J(/n) |. Clearly this is not quite enough in order to show that X \fVn)\
is uniformly bounded: one also needs to be able compare the length of intervals
/*(£), fj(E) cz fk(E) for which f\E) n fj(E) = 0.

To estimate *£ l/ 1 1 " 1 " 1 '^ ! = "Z \fVn)\ it will be useful to have that the
i = 0 i = 0

iterates of intervals can be split up in disjoint groups of nested intervals. More
precisely introduce the following notations. We say that an interval E is
Hf-compatible if E is open and if the following three conditions are satisfied.

i) fm\E is a diffeomorphism;
ii) fι(E)nfj(E) Φ 0 , for some i <j ^ m, implies that f\E) a f\E)\

iii) fm(E)nBo = 0.

Similarly we say that E is strongly /w-compatible if E is m-compatible, and if
moreover

iv) P(E\ fj(E)a/*(£), for some ί<j<Lk^m, implies that there exists E => f\E)
which is (j — 0-compatible such that/ 7 " f (£) =fk(E).

Let UQCZVQCZ WO, δ0 and <5'0e(0, <50) be as in Sect. 5. As in Sect. 6 we will subdivide
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fk(E)
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f'(E)

Fig. 2. Compatible intervals

intervals in two cases: those whose orbit stays away from C(f) and those whose
orbit comes close to C(/). To be more precise, we will introduce two new conditions.
If / is contained in a *-branch-interval of fm then we say that / satisfies condition
Amif

fi(I)nUo = 0, for all O g ^ m - 1 .

We say that / satisfies condition Bm if

fm{I) is contained in some component of V0\C{f)

and if there exists no 0 ^ i < m such that f\E) a V0\C(f) and such that fm~ι maps
the component of V0\C{f) containing f\E) diffeomorphically onto the component
of V0\C{f) containing fm{E). (This last condition is needed when there exists i > 0
such that /£(C(/))nC(/) Φ 0)

7.1 Proposition. Let f M^M be a C2 map without flat critical points satisfying
the Misiurewicz condition (i). Then for each Λe(0,1) and <5e(0, δ'o) there exists S < oo
with the following property. Assume that for any strongly m-compatible interval E
satisfying either condition Am or condition Bm and such that \fi(E)\^δ for all
i = 0,..., m one has that 0 ^ i <j g k ̂  m and

f(E)J\E)czfk(E)
implies that

Then for each *-branch-interval ln of fn one has

(7.1)

(7.2)

Remark. The proof of Proposition 7.1 will show that for each δe(0,δf

o) and each
λe(091) one can give an effective algorithm which gives an upper bound for S.

For the proof of this proposition we need three lemmas. We also recall that a
•-branch-interval /„ for fn is a maximal interval such that fn \ In is a diffeomorphism,
fn(In)nB0 = 0 and if M = S1 such that also /n(/Jn{x0} = 0

In the next lemma we give conditions for a *-branch-interval to be compatible.
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7.2 Lemma. Let In be a ^-branch-interval offn and O^m^n.

a) If for each aedln there exists keN such that m^k^n and fk(a) eClos (Bo) u C + ( / )
then In is m-compatible.
b) // Clos (/'•(/„)) n C(f) = 0forallOSiSm-\Sn-\ then In is m-compatible.

Proof. Let us first prove a). Assume by contradiction that for some 0 ̂  i ̂  j' ̂  m
fVn)πfj(In)ϊ0 and fVn)Φfj(In). Then there exists aedln such that fj(a) is
contained in f\In). Let k be so that m ̂  k ̂  n and / fc(α)eClos(β0)u C+(/). Then
fk~j+Vn) contains fk(a)eC\os(B0)vC+(/) (in its interior). Since k-j + i<n this
either implies that/"|/π is not a diffeomorphism, xoefn(In) or that/"(/π)nClos (£0) ̂
0 . This contradicts that /„ is *-branch-interval for /".

Let us now prove b). If Clos (/'(/„)) n C(f) = 0 for all 0 ̂  i; ̂  m - 1 ̂  n - 1
then the maximality of the interval /„ implies that the condition in the statement
of Lemma 7.2a is satisfied. Q.E.D.

Let us now give conditions for an interval to be strongly compatible.

7.3 Lemma. Assume f satisfies the Misiurewicz condition (i) and has no wandering
intervals. Let In be a ̂ -branch-interval of fn. Assume that for that some 0^m^n,In

satisfies |/m(/π)|<<5ά and condition Am or condition Bm. Then In is m-strongly
compatible.

Proof. Case I. Assume that /„ satisfies condition Am. Since Clos(/'(/„))n C(/) cz
Clos (/'(/„)) n Uo = 0 , for 0 ̂  i ̂  m — 1, Lemma 7.2b implies that /„ is m-compatible.

Let us show that /„ is m-strongly compatible. So assume that /*(/„), fj{In) a fk(In)
for some i< j^k^m. Write E = /'(/„) and take £ => E = /'(/„) to be the maximal
interval such that (i), fj~l\E is a diffeomorphism and (ii) such that fj~\E) c fk(In).
If/ / " ί ( f ) ^ / k ( £ ) then it follows from the maximality of E that Clos(/'(E))n
C(f)Φ0 for some 0g/<7 - i. Thus, £ 3 £ and fl(E)nUo = 0 implies !/'(£)| ^ ^ 0

Since / J " Ί £ is a diffeomorphism, fs~\E)^fk(ln\ m-k<n-k, fn\ln is a
diffeomorphism and m-k + j-i>l one has that / w " k + - ' " i - / | / i ( £ ) is a dif-
feomorphism. fn(In)nB0 = 0 implies fm-k+j-i-ι(fι(E))nB0 = 0. Hence we can
apply Lemma 5.2a and obtain \fm-k+j-i(E)\^δf

0. But also \fm~k+j-i(E)\ <
\fm~k(fk{In))\ = \fm(In)\ <δ'o-τhus w e h a v e proved by contradiction that/^ ί (E) =
fk(In) and also that Clos (/'(£)) n C(f) = 0 for all 0 ̂  / < j - i. From Lemma 7.2b
it follows that E is ( — ̂ -compatible. Therefore In is m-strongly compatible.

Case II. Assume that /„ satisfies condition Bm. Suppose by contradiction that
In is not m-compatible. Then the assumption of Lemma 7.2b is certainly
not satisfied. Then for some 0 ̂  i < m and some aedln9 one has fι(a)eC(f). But
then r(a)e [j f/(C(f)) and also /"(/,) c= Vo. Since (J fr(C(f))n Vo a C(f) this

implies that fm(a)eC(f). It follows that the condition in Lemma 7.2a is satisfied.
It follows that /„ is m-compatible.

Let us show that /„ is also m-strongly compatible. Again write E = fi(In)
and take E=> E = /'(/„) to be the maximal interval such that (i). fj~ι\E is a
diffeomorphism and (ii) such that / ' " ' (£) c fk(In). lϊf^^E) Φ fk(E) then it follows
from the maximality of E that Clos (fι(E))n C{f) φ 0 for some 0^l<j-i. But
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then fj~\E) contains a point of \J fr(C(f))a(M\W0)uC(f) and therefore

fm-k+j-i(E)^fm-k(fk(In)) = fm(In)lho contains a point of \J /Γ(C(/)). Since

fm(In) is contained in some component of V0\C(f) this is impossible. Again we
have proved by contradiction that fj'ι(E) = fk(In) and Clos (/'(£)) n C(/) = 0 for
all 0 ̂  / < j - i. Again Lemma 7.2 implies that E is (j - 0-compatible and therefore
/„ is m-compatible. Q.E.D.

π - l

Now we will reduce the problem of whether £ I/'(/„) I *s uniformly bounded
£ = 0

for all *-branch-intervals /„ of fn to one where we just have to consider strongly
compatible intervals satisfying either condition Am or condition Bm.

7.4 Lemma. Let f:M->M be C2 without flat critical points and satisfy the
Misiurewicz (i) condition. Take Uo, Vθ9δo and δ'o as above. For each 0 < δ < δ'o and
S < oo there exists S < oo such that the following holds. Assume that for each
m-strongly compatible interval E such that \fι(E)\^δ for all i = 0,...,m, which
satisfies condition Am or condition Bm one has

fS. (7.3)
i = 0

Then for any ^-branch-interval ln offn one has

"Σl/'ί/JÎ S. (7.4)
i = 0

Proof. Let 1 < N < oo be so that for any interval T and any m ̂  0 with \T\^δ,
fm\T is a diffeomorphism and fm(T)nB0 = 0 one has m <; N. This number N
exists from Lemma 5.1. (As we noted before, the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 are
satisfied for any C 2 Misiurewicz maps without flat critical points.) Hence 0 ̂  i g n,
I/'(/„)I ^ δ implies n-ί^N. Let m be the largest integer such that 0 ^ m ^ n - N
and such that fm(In) n l/0 # 0 . If there exists no such m then define m = — 1. From
the fact that every component of V0\U0 has length at least <50, since fm(In) r\U§Φ0
and since \fVn)\ύδ <δ'0<δ0 for O^i^n-N it follows that /m(/M)c= F o .
Moreover/"I/„ is a deffeomorphism. Therefore, and since m < n,/ m (/ π )n C(/) = 0.
So / m ( / J is contained in some component of V0\C(f). Let mr be the smallest
number such that O ^ m ' g m , such that / m ' ( £ ) c F 0 \ C ( / ) and such that fm~m'
maps the component of V0\C(f) containing fm\E) diffeomorphically onto the
component of V0\C{f) containing fm(E). (If there exists no i > 0 such that
f\C(f))nC(f) Φ 0 then m! = m) It follows that /„ satisfies condition Bm>. From
the choice of m, / ί ( / w ) π l / o = 0 for m<i^n — N and so fm+1(In) satisfies
condition An_N_m__ x. Since |/ '(/„)| ^ δ < δ'o for all i = 0,1,.. ., n - N, Lemma 7.3
implies that In and fm+1(In) are respectively mf- and (n — JV — m - l)-strongly
compatible.

From the definition of No (and the choice-of Vo in (5.5b)) there are two
possibilities: a) m — m'SN0 or b) the critical point c in the boundary of the
component of V0\C(f) which contains fm(E) is periodic (with period N2 ^ No).
Because fm(E) c Vo\Bθ9 and because of the choice of Vo in (5.5c) case b) this implies
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that all the iterates/m o(£),..., fm(E) are disjoint (fm~m' maps the segment (c, fm'(E))
connecting c and fm'(E) is diffeomorphically onto the segment (c,/m(£)) and the
point c is a periodic point of / ) .

It follows that in both cases £ |/''(£) | £N0 \M\. Hence
i = m'

"Σ \fVn)\ ^ Σ I/'VJI + Σ ι/'('.)i + "I ι/U,)i + "Σ ι/'u.)i
1 = 0 i = 0 'i-m'+l i = m+l i = n - N + l

Σ Ύ
i = 0 i = 0

From (7.3) and since In and fm+1(In) are respectively m'- and (n- N — m-\)-
strongly compatible the last inequality completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 7.1. From Lemma 7.4 it follows that if suffices to prove that
we can find S < oo such that

mf\fι(E)\^S (7.5)
i = 0

holds for all strongly m-compatible intervals E with | / ι ( £ ) | ^ δ which satisfy either
condition Am or condition Bm.

m- 1

So choose the set / c= {0,..., m — 1} such that (J fι(E) contains (J /*(£) and
lei i = 0

that there is no smaller subset / c / with this property. Then from the minimality
of / and the fact that E is m-compatible one gets that the intervals f\E\ lei are
all disjoint, i.e.

ΣLΛEJI^IΛfl. (7.6)
lei

Moreover each interval fι(E) is contained in one of the intervals f\E), lei. So

Σ |/'(£)|<Σ Σ l/'(£)l (7-7)
^ι;/ (£)C/'(£)}

Let {i;fi{E)czfl(E)} = {i1J2>->Jk) a n d h < h < '" < h F o r e a c h ' e ^ o n e

from (7.1), \fij(E)\ g A | / ' > + 1 ( £ ) | , 7 = l , 2 , . . . , / c - 1 and therefore

(7.8)

Combining (7.6)-(7.8) one gets (7.5). This completes the proof of this proposition.
Q.E.D.

8. Expansion of the Return-Map on Strongly Compatible Intervals

In this section we will check the conditions of Proposition 7.1 for strongly
compatible intervals. We will prove the following proposition.

8.1 Proposition. Letf:M-^M be a C2 map having no flat critical points. Assume
that f satisfies the Misiurewicz conditions (i) and (ii') (Condition (ii') requires that
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all periodic orbits of fare hyperbolic.) Then there exist δe(0,δo) and λe(091) such
that for any strongly m-compatible interval E satisfying either condition Am or
condition Bm and such that \fi(E)\ ^ <5, VO g i ̂  m, one has the following. If for some
i< j^k^m one has

/*(£), (8.1)
then

\f(E)\^λ'\fj(E)\. (8.2)

Remark. From the proof of this proposition it follows that there exists an effective
algorithm which gives an upper bound Aoe(0,1) for λ.

In the proof of Proposition 8.1 we need to distinguish between the case where
E satisfies condition Am or condition Bm

m.
8.a. E Satisfies Condition Am. Let £ be a m-compatible interval such that for some
neighbourhood U of C(f) one has

- l . (8.3)

Assume /'(£) c fj(E). In Sect. 6 we proved that the expansion along periodic orbits
grows as the period of these periodic orbits grows. In the following lemma we will
use this to get expansion for the map fi-i\fi{E):fi{E)-+f5(E).

8.2 Lemma. Letf:M-+M be C2. Then there exists a sequence of numbers Kk such
that Kk -• oo as k -* oo with the following property. Let E be an r-compatible interval
satisfying (8.3) such that

£c=/'(£),

fl(E)nf'(E) = 0, Z = O,.. . ,r-Ί,

then

\Dfr(x)\^Kr, Vxe£. (8.4)

Proof of Lemma 8.2. Since f\E)nfr(E) = 0 for all I = 0,1,2,..., r - 1 it follows
from Lemma 4.1 that E,f(E\...,fr~1(E) are disjoint and therefore

JV(£) |^ |M| . (8.5)

Now remark that formulas (8.3) and (8.5) imply that we can apply Theorem 2.5
and get a constant K < oo such that

Since f(E) •=> E9f
r:E^>f(E) has a fixed point pr. Moreover the disjointness implies

this point pr is a periodic point of minimal period r. According to Theorem 6.1
there exists a sequence Kk (which only depends on /) such that Kk^oo as fe -^ oo
such that

This and (8.6) implies that (8.4) holds with Kr = Kr/K. Q.E.D.
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8.b. E Satisfies Condition Bm. Take neighbourhoods Uo <= Vo a Wo of C(/), <50 > 0
and δ'o > 0 as before such that each of the components of U0\C(f\ W0\V0 and
V0\U0 has at least length δ0 and such that

for all n ^ l .

8.3 Lemma. Let f.M^M be a C2 map without flat critical points satisfying the
Misiurewίcz condition (i) and (ii') Let Uθ9 Vθ9 Wo be as above. There exists δ\ > 0
with the following property. Assume E is a r-compatible interval such that E satisfies
condition Bn /*'(£) n/ Γ (£) = 0 for allQ^i<r and \f{E)\ ^δl9 for all Z = 0,..., r.
Then there exists a neighbourhood F of Clos(E) such thatfr\F is a diffeomorphism
and such that for both components Ft and F2 of F\E one has

(8.7)

and

\fi(F1)l\fi(F2)\^4 \fi(E)l Vi = 0,l,...,r. (8.8)

Proof Let Ir be the branch-interval of fr containing E. By maximality, both

boundary points o f / U ) are in (J /"(C + (/))c(M\ίf 0 )uC(/) . lϊ fr(Ir)eC(f)

then from the maximality of /r, these exists 0 ̂  i < r such that f\dlr)€C(f\ But
then f~ι maps the component of V0\C(f) which has a non-empty intersection
with / f(/ r) diffeomorphically onto the component of V0\C(f) which contains fr(E).
It follows that f(E) is also contained in a component of V0\C(f). So fr(Ir)eC(f)
contradicts the assumption that E satisfies condition Br. It follows that/ r(/ r) z> Wo.
So choosing δ1 sufficiently small gives that there exists an interval F, £ c : F c z / r

so that f\F is a diffeomorphism and such that for both components Fγ and F2

of F\E one has I/^FJI = |/^(F 2) | = |/ '(£) | .

Let us prove that l/'ίFJI g 4 |/ i (£) | for all ί = 0,1,..., r - 1. The corresponding
statement for F2 is proved similarly. Choose τe(0,^(50) such that for the function
σ{t) of Theorem 2.2, exp {- σ(r) | Af |} ^f, for all ίe(0,τ). Since lim σ(t) = 0 this is

ί-0

possible. Take τ'e(0,τ) be equal to the number δ' corresponding to δ = τ from
Lemma 5.2. For the moment choose δ\e(09%δo). Later on we may have to shrink
(5X further but we will keep τ fixed throughout the remainder of the proof. Assume
that E satisfies \f{E)\ <; δ 1 for all i = 0,1,..., r.

Let 7* be the component oίIr\F2 containing Fλ uE and let L* = T*\(FxuE).,
Since \fr{Fx)\ = \fr{E)\ g δ1 ̂ $δ0, f

r(E) is contained in Vo and since the length
of each of the component of W0\V0 is at least δ0 one has fr{EκjF^ <= WQ\ in fact
dist(fr(EuFi\dW0)^.jδ0. Therefore, since /r(L*) contains critical values of f
and therefore points of M\Wθ9 it follows that |/ r(L*)| ^ < 5 0 . In particular

L*)l^τ.
We may need to shrink T* slightly on one side. More precisely choose T with

such that for L = T\(F1uE) one has
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L* F,=J E = R F2

I 1 • 1 1 —\ 1

T*

Fig. 3. The intervals /r, Γ*, L*, F, and E

Indeed, since / has only hyperbolic periodic points we can apply Corollary 5.3b
and it follows that this is possible. For simplicity" write

L=T\(F1KJE), R = E, J = FX.

Since fι(E)nfr(E) = 0 for all / = 0,1,..., r — 1 it follows from Lemma 4.1 that
£, /(£),..., f r " ι (E) are disjoint and therefore

Therefore from Theorem 2.2 one gets that for each / = 0,1,..., r — 1,

^(/ r " ' ' , /m/V))^exp{-σ( ί ) |M|},

where t = max \fι{R)\ ^ τ. From the choice of τ this gives

l (8-9)

Using this notation we have from (8.7)

lfV)l .lA<r-' fHτ\ f<m- l /

U ,J V hJ K )) | / r ( L u J ) | | / ( Λ u J ) | |/(J)| |/(T)|
-(Γ)| 1 |/'(ΛuJ)|

( 8 1 0 )

2

Using \f'(L)\ ^ τ' and \f(E)\ ^ ί „ one gets

Combining (8.9)-(8.11) gives

\fi(RuJ)\>4m τ'

Hence for δx is sufficiently small

4"l/'(fi)l |/V)I =3(τ' + ̂ 1) 4"

This proves (8.8). Q.E.D.

Now we will prove that the return-map on compatible intervals is expanding.
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8.4 Lemma. Under the assumptions of Lemma 8.3, there exists a sequence Kk-> oo
and δ1>0 such that for any m-compatible interval Efor which fm(E) is contained in
a component ofVQ\C{f\ and for which \f\E)\ ^ δi for all i = 0,1,.. ., m, the following
holds. If for some O^r^m

Eczf'(E)

and

fl(E)nfr(E) = 0, / = 0 , l , . . . , r - l ,

then one has

\Dfr{x)\^Kr, Vxe£. (8.13)

Proof. Choose δγ as in Lemma 8.3. We will need the following.

Claim. Assume that E satisfies condition Br. For δί sufficiently small, there
exists K < oo (which is independent of E and r) such that for any interval E as
above,

Proof of Claim. Furthermore \fi(E)\^δί for every j = 0, l,...,m. It follows from
Lemma 8.3 that there exists an interval F => E such that the two components F x

and F2 of F\E satisfy

(8.15)

fr\F is a diffeomorphism and

Z = O,...,r. (8.16)

From Lemma 4.1, and fι(E)nfr(E) = 0 for all I = 0,1,.. ., r - 1, one gets that the
intervals £ ,/(£) , . . . , fr(E) are disjoint and so, using (8.16),

X \fι(F)\^9-\M\. (8.17)
I = 0 , . , . , r - l

Therefore Theorem 2.1 can be applied and one gets a constant C 3 > 0 which only
depends on / (and not on E and r), such that B(fr,F*,J*) ^ C 3 for all intervals
J* c F * c f , From (8.15) and the Koebe Distortion Principle 3.2 it follows that
one has bounded non-linearity on f\E. More precisely there exists K < oo which
only depends on C 3 > 0 (and not E and r) such that (8.14) holds. This proves the
claim.

Let us now continue with the proof of the lemma.

Case I. Assume that E satisfies condition Br. Since fι(E)nfr(E) = 0 for all
Z = 0, l , . . . , r—1 the fixed point prefι(E) of fr:E^>fr(E) has minimal period r.
From Theorem 6.1 there exists a sequence Kk-> oo as /c-> oo such that

\Df(pr)\^Kr. (8.18)
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From this and (8.14) one gets

\Dfr(x)\^Kr9 VxeE, (8.19)

where Kr = Kr/K.

Case II. lϊf(E) does not satisfy condition Br then r<m and we proceed as follows.
Let m0 be the smallest integer with r<mo^m such that fmo(E) satisfies condition
Bmo. Since the intervals £,/(£),..., fm(E) are either disjoint or the one with the
smaller index is contained in the one with the larger index, this implies that
fι(E)nfmo(E) = 0 , for all / = r, r + 1,..., m0 - 1. This and Lemma 4.1 implies that
fr{E\fr+ι{E\...Jm°-\E) are disjoint. Since fm°-r(fr(E)) = fm°(E)cz Vo we can
apply the claim for the map fmo~r\fr(E). In particular

I ^ ^ £ . (8.20)

Now

Apply the chain-rule to this. Then (8.20) implies that

I ^ inf \Df'(x)\. (8.21)
xeE A x e / " Ό - r ( £ )

Since E c fr(E) one has fmo~r(E) c fm°-r(fr{E)) = (fmo(E). So we can apply Case
I and get

)\^Kr9 Vxe/m°-r(£). (8.22)

This and (8.21) prove

| Z ) / ' ( x ) | ^ , VxeE. Q.E.D.

8.c. Conclusion of the Proof of Proposition 8.1.

Proof of Proposition 8.1. Assume that £ is a strongly m-compatible interval E such
that \fι(E)\ <. δ, V0 ^ i < m and such that either

fi(E)nUo = 0 for all i = 0, l , . . . ,m- 1, (8.23a)

or
fm(E)czV0. (8.23b)

We need to show that if for some 0 ^ / < j ' ^ k ̂  m one has /'(£), /'(£) c /k(£) then

Let Xk be a sequence of numbers tending to infinity as fc-> oo so that the estimates
(8.4) from Lemma 8.2 and (8.13) from Lemma 8.4 are both satisfied for this sequence
of Kk. Choose N < oo so large such that Kk ^ 2 for all k ̂  N. Then let

pN = {q q is a repelling periodic orbit with period I ̂  N}.
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Denote the (minimal) period of a periodic orbit qePN by peτ(q) and define

l+min{\Df^"\q)\;qePN}
μN= 2

All periodic orbits of / are hyperbolic and the period of periodic points in PN is
uniformly bounded and therefore μN > 1. (Otherwise/would have a non-hyperbolic
periodic point.) Let δ'2e(0,jδo) be equal to the number δ' corresponding to δ = δ2

from Lemma 5.2.b where δ2 =i<50. Choose δ such that 0 < δ < mmQδ'0,δ2) and
such that for every qePN, and for every Λ; in a δ neighbourhood of q

Let λ — max {1/μ ,̂ i} < 1.
Let 0 <. ί < j- ̂  k ̂  m be such that /'(£), f\E) c fk(E). We may assume that j

is the smallest number, with i<j^k^m, such that fj(E)cnfk(E). Since E is
strongly m-compatible there exists a (j — 0-compatible interval E^f^E) with
/;-<(£)=/*(£).

If (8.23a) holds then /<(£)n l/0 = 0 , V* = 0,1,...,m- 1. Now let U c Uo be a
neighbourhood of C(f) such that each component of U0\U has length ^<50. So if
/ '(£)nV Φ0 ioτ some 0^l<j-i then, since /'(£)nL/o = 0 , /'(£) contains a
component of U0\U and therefore \fι(E)\ ^ ^ 0 . Using Lemma 5.2b and from the
choice of δ this implies \fk(E)\ = |/J'~ι'(£)| ^ (^0X > δ. Since |/ fc(£)| ^ ^ this gives
a contradiction. Thus we have shown that f\E) n U = 0 for all / = 0,1,..., j' — i — 1.
Since E is (7 - 0-compatible, E c fj~l{E) = fk(E) and the minimality of 7 implies
fl(E)nfj~i(E) = 0 for all / = 0,1,..., j - i - 1. So we can apply Lemma 8.2 on

If (8.23b) holds then E is (j - 0-compatible and fJ-i+m~k(E) = fm~k{fk{E)) =
fm(E) cz Vo and so we can apply Lemma 8.4 on fj~ι\E.

So in either case from the choice of N one has |D/7" ι(x)| ̂  &,_, ^ 2 for all
xeE if j - i ^ Λί. It follows that

l / ' ί^ l^ i l/^ ' ί/ ' ί^Hi l/^l , if O'-O^N. (8.24)
Now assume that (j - i) < N. Then there exists a periodic point q of period - /
in E. Since \f((E)\ g ^, i = 0,...,m — 1 one has from the choice of δ and μN

if U-i)<N. (8.25)

Combining (8.24) and (8.25) and using the definition of λ we get

^ | . Q.E.D.

9. Cross Ratios are Bounded from below on •-Branch-Intervals

Combining Propositions 7.1 and 8.1 we get the following result.

9.1 Proposition. Let f be a C2 map satisfying the Misiurewicz conditions (i) and (iϊ)
and without flat critical points. Then there exists a constant S < 00 with the following
property. Let In be a ^-branch-interval for fn. Then
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"Σ I /'•(/„) I ΪS. (9.1)
t = 0

Using Theorem 2.1 this implies the following result.

9.2 Theorem. Let fbe a C2 map satisfying the Misiurewicz conditions (i) and (ii')
and without flat critical points. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that for every
^-branch-interval In of fn and for all intervals Jna Tna In9

A{f\Tn,Jn\B{f\TnJn)ZC. (9.2)

We should emphasize that if we had assumed from the start that Sf < 0 then
we would immediately have obtained that A(f", Tn,Jn\ B(f", Tn,Jn) ^ 1 and most
of the previous sections would be superfluous. The reason for Theorem 9.2 is that
it enables us to apply the Schwarz and Koebe Distortion Principle even for high
iterates of /.

Remark. For a given map / one can give an effective algorithm to give a lower
bound for C. This follows from the remarks after Propositions 7.1 and 8.1.

10. P is Quasi-Polynomial on •-Branch-Intervals of/"

Let us show that Theorem 9.2 implies that we have very good control on the
non-linearity of f"\In.

10.1. Proposition. Let f :M->M be a C2 map satisfying the Misiurewicz conditions
(i) and (ii') and without flat critical points. Then the restriction off" to ^branch-
intervals is quasi-polynomial in the following sense. There exist 0 ̂  /' < oo and a
constant K < oo such that for any n ̂  0 and any ̂ -branch-interval In = (an,bn) off"
there exist 1 ̂  /, ί^ /' such that

1 I fn(Γ\\ I fn(ϊ )\
^ 2 ^ i ^ ^ n , x ) \ 1 - 1 , (10.1a)

\ln\

for all xeln with \(aH9x)\^\IH\9

1 I fn(I )\ - I fn(ϊ \\
_.!^^.|(X ffcj|^

for all xeln with \{x,bn)\^\\In\.

Remark. One can give an effective algorithm to estimate K. This follows since
there exists an effective estimate which gives a lower bound of C, see Sect. 9, and
from the proof below.

Proof. As before there exists No such that if there exists i > 0 such that if ceC(f)
and f\c)eC(f) then either c is periodic or i<N0. Suppose that each of the critical
points of /, . . . , fNo is at most of order /'. Then there exists θ > 0 such that for each
ceC(f), each 0^i^No there exists some 1 ̂  /^/', such that if (c,v) is an interval
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such that f'\(c,v) is a diffeomorphism then

^ ^ ] < I , (10.2)
- \(c,v)\' ~θ'

θ-disψX(f))'-1^ \Df\v)\^-dist(v,C(f))'-\ (10.3)
U

Write /„ = (an, bn). By maximality of *-branch-intervals, there exists 0 g k < n,
so that fk(an)eC+(f)u d£0. Assume that A: is the smallest integer with this property.
Let us distinguish three cases.

Case 1. C(f) Φ 0 and there exists 0 ̂  k < n such that fk(an)eC(f). Write c = f\an).
If c is periodic then, because / is C2, c would be a periodic attractor contradicting
the assumption that /„ is a •-branch-interval. So assume that c is not periodic.
(We should notice here that if / is only piecewise C2 then c could be a repelling
periodic point. If this happens then proceed as in Case 3 below). Let i be the
minimal number such that fJ(c) φ C(f) for all j ^ /. Then / < No.

Let Ik be the *-branch-interval of fk containing /„. From the Misiurewicz
condition and the fact that Clos(B0) consists of a finite number of intervals not
containing points of C(f) in its boundary, it follows that there exists δ'o > 0 such
that for any n, k and any *-interval-branch /„ = (an, bn) with fk(an)eC(f% the interval
f\lk) contains a ^^-neighbourhood of f\an)eC(f\ see Corollary 5.4. Now
Ά(f\ Γ, J'\ B(fk, T\Jf)^C>0 for all JfczTczIk= T*. Let Ko < oo be the
constant from the Koebe Distortion Principle corresponding to C and τ = />0,
where p0 = min(^,<5'0/3|M |). Now take p such that

/ θ2 \
0 < p < m i n — — , p o .

From the above remarks it follows that we can choose T 3 In such that fk\ T
is a diffeomorphism, T'\ln consists of one interval, contains an in its interior and
satisfies

! £ ™ = p0. (10.4)

Take T* = T',J*vR* = /„ and L* = T'\In such that

l n I/U*)l I/VJI
- 1-Po

(Here the last two equalities follow from (10.4).) From the Koebe Distortion
principle and (10.5) follows

^ ) f M \ f ' M ( 1 0 6 )

Moreover, if xe/n = (αΛ,ftJ and (\f(an, x)|/| /*(/.) I) g i then (|/*(χ, *,)|/|/*(T )|) ̂
T )λ and using (10.4) this is at least |(1 - p0) > ̂  p0.'
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Hence

xej and u 7 ^ < U x e J * . (10.7)

Since In-J*uL* = {an,bn), one gets from the Koebe inequality (****)

Ko I/.I = |(α«,x)

Furthermore, from the mean-value theorem, the Koebe inequality (**) and (10.6)
one has

I/>.,*) I.
l(απ,x)| :

Together this gives

1 I fkίl \\ I fkίn vll I fk(J ) |
2 ^ - H ^ , Vxe/n. (10.8)

(K0)
2 |/n | - |(απ,x)|

One gets from (10.6) and (10.7) that for each xeln such that (\fk(an,x)\/\fk(In)\) g \
one has

J . l £ i U < | D / t ( χ ) | < κ I/VJI ( 1 0 9 )
— I ^ V / I _ U | Γ | V '

0 Mnl

Because f\an)eC{f\ and ίgiV0, (10.2) and (10.3) give that there exists /,
0 ̂  / ̂  /' such that for all xe/M,

^l^4,!^41^, do.10)
~ \f>)\l \fk(I)\l ~ θ'

^^^-θ\f\an,x)r\ (10.11)

Finally take the *-branch-interval In-k-i of fn~k~i which contains fk + i(an)e
f(C(f))\C(f). Corollary 5.5 implies that /"-*-'(/„-*-;) contains a δ-
neighbourhood of fn(an) and we can apply the Koebe Distortion Principle exactly
as before. Apply the Koebe inequality (****) for fn~k~i\In_k-.i. This gives that for
all xeln

\fn(an,x)\ \fn-k-\fk + i(anix))\^l \fn-k~Xfk + i(In))\
i(anix)\ \fk + i(an,x)\ ~K0

1 \fVn)\
(10.12)

Similarly, from the Koebe inequality for all xeln with (\fn(an,x)\/\fn(In)\) ^ \ one
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has

i !/"(/„)! < \Df\χ)\ \mn)\
Ko\fk+VnΓWk+iiχ)Γ Ί/ k + ί (UΓ •

Applying (10.10) twice to (10.12) gives

^ 1 \fk+i(an,x)\^Ko\r(an,x)\

=θ2 l/t+i(/Ji = θ 2 l/"(/)l ' "' (\fkdn)\

Since

inequality (10.14) implies

θ2

p ^ .

\fV,)\ -P \f(h)\ -2
Hence we can apply (10.9) for all points xeln for which (|/"(αn,x)|/|/"(/J|)gp.
Multiplying (10.9), (10.11) and (10.13) and using (10.15) gives

o)2 \h\
) L Λ r i

V)\

= β ι/.Γ ι/ t + i(/n)i ι y ("' ) ! '
for all x€ln with (|/"(απ,x)|/|/π(/π)|) g p. Using (10.8) this gives

θ \fVn)\.\fk(h)\ι

ΰ
\ι

n\
(K0)

2ί|/U)l I/U)l0 l/.l \Γ\K)\\ \h\
for all xe/n with (|/"(αn,x)|/|/"(/J|)gp. Finally using (10.10), this last inequality
gives

^ ^ " ^ ( ^ ί ^ ^ α π , x ) | ί - 1 , (10.16)
r i/.i1 J

 Θ2 ι/j'
for all x eln with (| /"(αn, x) |/| /"(/„) |) g p. Similarly there exists 1 g Γg /' such that

for all xe/n with (|/"(x, 6Λ)|/|/"(/„)|) g p. By integrating these inequalities one gets
that there exists a constant /C± < oo such that if xe/n and dist(x,5/n) ^ l/Xj |/n |
then (|/n(αΛ,x)|/|/n(/n)l),(l/n(x^n)l/l/"(ίn)l)^P In particular, from (10.16) and
(10.17) there exists a constant K2 < oo (independent of n and /„) such that if

or |/"(xA)|/|/n(ίn)l is equal to p then
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\Dfn(x)\ ^ K3(\fn(In)\/\In\)' Using this, and the Koebe inequality (*) one gets

1 I fn(I )\ I fn(I )\

K0K2

(10.18)

for all x,yeln such that (\fn(an,x)\/\fVn)\)Λ\fn(xX)\/\fn(In)\)^P Since
δ / B ) ^ 1/Ki|/J implies (10.16) or (10.17) and

are bounded and bounded away from zero for dist(x,d/M) ^ (1/KJI/J, combining

(10.16M10.18) proves (10.1).

Case 2. C(f) = 0 and fk(an)eC+(f) = {x0}. In this case one can use Theorem 2.5
n - 1

since £ \fVn)\ uniformly bounded and so there exists Ko < oo such that
i = O

(10.19)
\Df\y)Γ

This finished the proof of Proposition 10.1 in this case.

Case 3. fk(an)ed(C\os(B0))vdM and /'(<*„) <£C(/)u Clos (Eo) for all O^igifc. In
particular either fk (Clos (/„))nd(Clos (Bo)) φ 0 or fc = 0 and ane<3M. If M = [0,1]
in order to streamline our argument, it is convenient at this point to extend
/:[0, l]->[0,1] to a C2 map f:M-+R. In order to complete the proof of
Proposition 10.1 we need the following lemma.

10.2 Lemma. There exist δ > 0, S' < oo (which are independent ofn and In) and an
interval Γn = (a'n,bn) => (an,bn) = In such that fn\Γn is a diffeomorphism,

\fVn\
ln)\^δ (10-20)

and such that

n - 1

Σ \fV'n)\^S'. (10.21)
1 = 0

Proof of Lemma 10.2. From Sect. 6 and since/has only hyperbolic periodic orbits,
it follows that there exists at most a finite number of periodic attractors and
Clos (B0)r\C(f) = 0. In particular Bo consists of a finite number of intervals and
the boundary of each of these intervals (except possibly if this boundary is in dM)
consists of periodic or eventually periodic points, which are hyperbolic (all periodic
orbits are hyperbolic from assumption (ii')) and have uniformly bounded period.
Furthermore by assumption f(dM)adM and the periodic points in dM are
hyperbolic. So we can choose ε > 0 so small so that there exists C > 0 and K > 1
such that for each n^0 and each x, y in one component of Clos(B0) with
xed(Clos(B0))\(dMvC(f)) one has

Dfn\lx, y] a diffeomorphism and \fn(x)-fn(y)\ < ε=>\Dfn(y)\ ^ C κn. (10.22a)
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Similarly if xedM\C(f) and (y,x)nM = 0 then

Dfn I [x, y] a diffeomorphism and | fn(x) -fn(y)]<ε=>\ Dfn( y) | ^ C κn. (10.22b)

(Here we use the extension of/ to U) Moreover these exists (5e(0,ε) such that if
ceC(f) then

) ^ ^ V/^i0. (10.23)

Since fι(an)φC(f) for all / = 0,1,.. ., k — 1, there exists an interval Γn = (a'n, bn) strictly
containing (an, bn) = In such that / " | Γn is a diffeomorphism, either fk(Γn\In) <=
Clos(β0) or fk(Γn\In)nM = 0 (ii fk(an)edM\ f\Γn)nBo = 0, Vi = 0,1 fc — 1
and using (10.23), \f"(Γn\In)\ > δ. In particular Γn is contained in a *-branch-interval
of fk ~x. Now shrink /; => /„ so that

l/<f(/;\/»)l = ί < β . (10.24)
It follows from (10.22) that

^U Σ ^"O l/^VJI^^-^T IAίl. (10.25)

Moreover, /^ is contained in a *-branch-interval for/ f c " 1 one has

Y ^ S . (10.26)

Combining (10.25), (10.26) and JΓ I/VJI ^ S gives
i = O

"Σ I/V;)l^2S + ̂ - ^ - |Af|. (10.27)
i = o C K — 1

This finishes the proof of this lemma. Q.E.D.

Conclusion of the Proof of Proposition 10.1 in Case 3. Let <5>0 be the constant
from Lemma 10.2. Choose pe(0,min((S/3|M|), 1/2)). From Lemma 10.2, we have

1 = 0

and therefore there exists C > 0 such that for all intervals /„ as above, Λ(fn, Tn,Jn),
B(fn, TmJn) ^ C for all Jn c Tn c Γn. Let X o < oo be the constant from the Koebe
Distortion Principle 3.2 corresponding to C and τ = p.

From Lemma 10.2 it follows that we can choose T such that /„ c V aΓn,
T'\In consists of one interval, contains an and satisfies

(10.28)
μ\Γ(T)\ ~μ

Take T* = T, R* u J* = /„ and L* = Γ'\/n such that

\f"(R*)\
>p. (10.29)
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From (10.28) and (10.29) it follows that we can apply the Koebe inequality (*)
and one gets for all xeJ*,

, . _ ι . / v / ι _ υ . .

^ 0 \ln\ \ln\

From (10.28) and (10.29) one has that xeln = (an,bn) and (\fn(an,x)\/\fn(In)\)^P
implies {\fn(x,bn)\/\fn(In)\)^p (here we use p<\) and therefore xeJ*. Hence for
all xeln = (an,bn) such that (\fn(an,x)\/\fn(In)\) S P,

l\£VM JI^l (10.30)
o IJ I/J

Moreover, from the Koebe inequality (*) there exists K' < oo such that

«) | gK ' ! i - ϊ-^, for all xe/n

such that

IA^χ)| |/Wϋl 3 1 )

From (10.30), the corresponding statement for (x,bn) and inequality (10.31),
Proposition 10.1 follows. Q.E.D.

11. The Exponential Decay of the Length of *-Branch-Intervals !„ as /!-• oo

In this section we prove Theorem B. From Theorem 9.2 we have that there is a
constant S < oo such that

ί = 0

for all *-branch-intervals /„ of/". In this section we are in the position to improve
this result. We will show that these intervals go exponentially fast to zero, i.e.,
there are constants C" > 0 and K < 1 such that \f\In)\ ^ (1/C")•*""'. Since /'(/„) is
contained in a *-branch-interval of fn~ι it suffices to show that

for all n ^ 0 and all *-branch-intervals of/". The next result finishes the proof of
Theorem B.

11.1 Theorem. Letf.M^M be a C2 map without flat critical points and satisfying
the Misiurewicz condition (i) and (ii') Then there are constants C" > 0 and K < 1
such that for any n ^ 0 and any ^-branch-interval ln off" one has
a)
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and therefore

b) for every periodic point of (minimal) period n one has

Proof. Since / satisfies Misiurewicz conditions (i) and (ii;) it follows from Sect. 6
that Bo consists of at most a finite number of intervals. From Corollary 5.4 there
exists δf > 0 such that for any *-branch-interval /„ one has \fn(In)\ ^ δ'. Lemma 5.1
then gives that there exists N < oo (independent of n and /„) such that either fn+N\In

is not a diffeomorphism or fn+N(In)nB0 Φ 0. In particular there exists / ̂  N and
xeint(/n) such that fn + \x)eC(f)κjBQ. Choose 0<i^N minimal with respect to
this property. So /„ is a *-branch-interval for/" + ί but not for/" + i + 1. Let In+i+ί

be one of the *-branch-intervals of/n + I + ί in /„. First we will prove the following.

Claim. There exists ε > 0 which is independent of n and In such that

Proof of Claim. The boundary points of/" + i(/π) are in | J fj(C+(f))κjd(C\os(B0)).

From this, the Misiurewicz conditions (i) and the fact that Clos (Bo) consists of a
finite union of intervals whose boundary points are eventually periodic and since
f(dM) cz dM, it follows that there exists ε such that

ε neighbourhood of C(f) nfn + ι(int (/„))

and, as in Lemma 10.2, also such that

fn+1(int(In))nB0 φ0=>\f»+i(In)nBo\ ^ ε. (11.2)

S i n c e / j ( i n t ( / M + ί + 1 ) ) n ( C ( / ) u β o ) = 0 for all 0g>j<n + i+l, we get from (11.1)
1

and (11.2) that l/w + ί(/πVπ + ι + i)l ^ £- ™ s finishes the proof of the Claim.
Let us now prove statement a) of Theorem 11.1. Since In is a *-branch interval

for fn+i, inequality (10.1) gives a universal constant K < oo such that
\fn + i(I )n+i(x)\^K U Knβ\

\Dfn+i(x)\^K

It follows that

\fn+i(in\in+i+1)\^κ\fn+i(in)\

In particular from the Claim

~κ I/"+'•(/„) I -\M\-K
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Hence there exists k < 1 such that

! ^ ί ± ^ < / c . (11.3)

Since any *-branch-intervals Ik of/* and Ix of/', with k ̂  /, are either disjoint or
/, is contained in Ik, it follows that for each *-branch-interval In+J oϊfn+j which
has non-empty intersection with /„ and each j ^ 1

In particular for any *-branch-interval In of /",

\In\^κn —-, (11.5)
k

where κ = {k)1/N. Moreover, from Corollary 5.4 there exists δ ' > 0 such that for
any *-branch-interval /„ for/" one has |/"(/n)| *zδ'. So (11.5) implies

\h\ "|Af|

In particular there exists C" > 0 such that

\fn(I )\
ι-±-^>C"'K-n. (11.6)

This finishes the proof of statement a) of the theorem.
Let us now prove statement b) of Theorem 11.1. Let UoaVoc:Wo be

neighbourhoods C{f) such that, as before, /"(C(/))n Vo c C(/) and such that each
of the components of V0\U0 has length <50. From Theorem A we may assume that
p is a repelling periodic point. Let n be the period of p and let In be the
*-branch-interval of/" containing p and Iι

n and /^ the components of In\{p}.
n- 1

Notice that £ !/'(/„)I ^ S. If O(p)n l/0 = 0 then from Proposition 1.4 one gets
ί = 0

that there exists C > 0, independent of n and p, such that

C S) iffl^. (11.7)

On the other hand if 0(p)nU0 Φ 0 then choose peU0. As before dfn(In)eM\V0.

In particular, \fn(Iln)\ ̂  δ. It follows from the Minimum Principle 3.1, £ |/*(/„)! ̂  S

and (11.5), that there exists a universal constant C > 0 such that

3 C S ) 5

This finishes the proof of this Theorem 11.1. Q.E.D.

(11.8)
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12. Hyperbolicity, Measure and an Alternative Proof of Mane's Result

In this section we shall prove Theorem C.

12.1 Theorem. Letf: M -> M be aC2 map such that all its critical points are non-flat.
Assume that f satisfies the Misiurewicz condition (i). Let JΓ be a compact set such
that /(JΓ) CI J Γ and which does not contain any non-hyperbolic periodic points. If
(C(/)uJB0)n C/f = 0 then C/f is a hyperbolic set.
Proof. Let us first prove that we may assume that all periodic orbits of / are
hyperbolic. (For this we will not use that JίnC(f) = 0.) Let NH be the set of
non-hyperbolic periodic orbits of /. By assumption NHCΛX= 0 . From
Theorem A, the orbits in NH have uniformly bounded period. Therefore NH is
compact and NHnC(f) = 0 . So we can choose a neighbourhood Wof NH such
that WnJf = 0 and W n C{f) = 0. The assertion of the theorem does not depend
on/1W, and therefore we may change f\ W arbitrarily as long as we keep/|(M\W0
unchanged. Since / is a diffeomorphism on each component of W, it is very easy
to find a C2 map g such that g\(M\W) = f\(M\W\ such that all periodic orbits
of g are hyperbolic and such that g\ W is a diffeomorphism on each component
of W. Therefore g coincides with / on a neighbourhood of X and g also satisfies
the assumptions of the theorem.

So without loss of generality we assume that all periodic orbits of / are
hyperbolic. Let U be a neighbourhood of C(f) consisting of a finite number of
components such that Un Jf = 0 . If C(f) = 0 let U = C+(f) = {x0},

jTn={x;fi(x)φ(UvClos(B0)),Vi = 0,...,n-l}.

Since jf n U = 0 and since JΓ is forward invariant one has X c JCn for all n ̂  0.
From Proposition 9.1 there exists S < oo

"Σ !/'(/„)!is
i = 0

for any component of In of Kn (such a component is contained in a *-branch-interval
of /"). So from part b of Theorem 2.5, for each xe/n,

where Jn is the *-branch interval of/" containing /„. From Corollary 5.4 there
exists a constant δ'o such that \fn{Jn)\ ^ ô l t follows that

and from Theorem 11.1 one has

From the last two inequalities we get that there exists a constant C" > 0 (which
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does not depend n and x) such that

\Dfn(x)\^C"-\ (12.1)

for each xeJfn 3 jf. Theorem 12.1 follows. Q.E.D.

Let us now prove that any invariant Borel set X either has Lebesgue measure
zero or contains an interval.

12.2 Theorem. Let f'.M^MbeaC2 map such that all its critical points are non-flat.
Assume that f satisfies the Misίurewicz condition (i). Let Jf be a compact Borel set
such that / ( J θ C= jf* which does not contain any non-hyperbolic periodic points. If
Bo n Jf = 0 , Jf φ M and Jf is Borel set with positive Lebesgue measure then
C(/) Φ 0 and & contains a segment in M which contains at least one critical point
in its interior.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 12.1 we may assume that all periodic orbits of/
are hyperbolic. Assume Jf is an invariant set as above with positive Lebesgue
measure. Take a density point x' of Jf. Since (J f~n(C(f)ud(Clos(B0))) is

countable we may assume that fn(x')φC(f) u Clos (Bo) for all n ̂  0. For each n > 0
let In be the *-branch-interval of/" containing x'. From Corollary 5.4, |/"(/«)I ^ ^ό
Let Γn a In such that/π(/π\/^) consists of two components each of which has length
equal to \fn(Γn)\. Then

\fn{Γn)\^kK (12.2)

From Theorem 9.2 there exists a constant C > 0 such that B(fn, T*, J*) ̂  C for
all J*czT*cz/π. Therefore it follows from the Koebe inequality (*) that there
exists Kf < 00 such that

Π
From the forward invariance of JΓ and (12.3) it follows that

as\fvn)\ ~ \fvn)\ " ι/;ι " \rn\
since xr is a density point of Jf\ From (12.2) it follows that there exists a sequence
fy-* oo and an interval J o of length ^ ^ o such that/Wι(/^.)-» Jo. Using (12.4) this
implies that \J0\XΊ = 0. It follows that Jf => J o . Since fn(X*)nB0 = 0 for all n ̂  0,
Lemma 5.1 implies that there exists i ̂  0 such that either

— / ' | J o is not injective and therefore Jf 3/ f(jΓ) =D M, or
—int (Jf) n C(/) ̂  int (/''(Jo)) n C(f) Φ 0 .

This completes the proof of this theorem. Q.E.D.

Theorem C follows from Theorems 12.1 and 12.2. Let us show that Mane's
results of [Ma] easily follow as a byproduct.
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12.3 Theorem. [Mα]. Let f:M^>M be a C2 map which is not a diffeomorphism.
Let J f b e a compact forward invariant set with ( C ( / ) u B 0 ) n Jf = 0 . Then

(i) there exists N < oo such that all periodic orbits off in X which are non-hyperbolic
or attracting have period less than N.

Moreover, if X does not contain non-hyperbolic periodic points then

(ii) JΓ is hyperbolic,
(iii) C/f has Lebesgue measure zero or C/f contains an interval.

Proof. If Jf = 0 then there is nothing to prove. So assume that X Φ 0. Take a
neighbourhood U of C(f) such that U n X = 0. The statements about X do not
depend on f\ U. So as long as we keep f\(M\U) unchanged we may change f\ U
arbitrarily. So choose a neighbourhood FcClos(K)czint(t/) and a map g such
that g\(M\U)=f\(M\U) such that

a) g is C2 and C3 on V\
b) all critical points of g are turning points, are contained in V and are quadratic;
moreover, g maps each of these turning points into Jf or into some periodic point
by g (it follows that g satisfies the Misiurewicz condition (i));

Theorem 6.1 implies that there exists N < oo such that all non-hyperbolic or
attracting periodic orbits have period ^ N. In particular since Xr\U = 0 , and/
and g coincide outside (7, statement i) follows. Now we can assume also that

c) all periodic points of g are hyperbolic.

We may assume c) because once we constructed a map as in a) and b) then the
(minimal) period of non-hyperbolic periodic points is uniformly bounded and, by
a small perturbation near these non-periodic orbits, one can ensure that all periodic
points become hyperbolic. Since these non-hyperbolic periodic points are contained
outside a neighbourhood of X the statements about C/f do not depend on this
perturbation.

It follows that JΓ a {x;gn(x)φU, Vn^O} and that g is a map satisfying the
conditions of Theorems 12.1 and 12.2. Q.E.D.

13. The Existence of Absolutely Continuous Invariant Measures

13.1 Theorem. Let f be a C2 map without flat critical points. Assume that f satisfies
the Misiurewicz condition (i) and all periodic points off are hyperbolic and repelling.
Then f has an absolutely continuous invariant probability measure of positive
entropy.

Proof. Let \A\ be the Lebesgue measure of a measurable set A. According to a
theorem of Dowker and others, see [Fo], in order to show that there exists an
absolutely continuous measure it suffices to show that there exists y > 0 and C < oo
such that for any measurable set A a M and any n ^ 0 one has

C'\A\v. (13.1)
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The measure is defined by taking a weak-limit of the measures

Since / has only repelling periodic points, from Corollary 5.4 there exists δ > 0
such that for each branch-interval /„ = (an,bn) of/" one has \fn(In)\ ^ δ. Take a set
A of Lebesgue measure ε and let /α, Iβ be the maximal intervals in /"(/„) of length ^ ε
such that /α contains fn(an) and Iβ contains f(bn). From the Preimage Lemma 3.3
it follows that there exists a universal constant K < oo such that

\Γn(A)nIH\£K {\(f-VΛvIβ))nIn\}. (13.2)

Let / be the maximum of the orders of / at the critical points. Integrating the
inequalities (10.1a) one gets that there exists K' < oo such that if we take

\fVn)\ I/"(/») I "
Similarly for Iβ. Since |/"(/«) I = ̂  this gives

|/J. (13.3)

Since this holds for all branch-intervals /„, and M is the union of/" branch-intervals,
(13.2) and (13.3) imply (13.1).

Denote the invariant measure constructed in this way by μ. Now we show that
the entropy hμ(f) of this measure μ is positive. Indeed let ζ be the partition of M
generated by C+(/), and let ξn = ξ v / " ^ v v f~n + \ξ). By definition,

where

( 1 3 4 )

Of course the elements of this partition ξn are the branch-intervals for /". From
Sect. 11 there exists C < oo and pe(0,1) such that for all n ̂  0,

\In(x)\ g C p". (13.5)

From (13.1) and (13.5)

Letting C" = C C , one gets from this and (13.4),

H(ξn)^ Σ m(I)'(nγlog(p) + log(C'))^(n Γ log(p) + log(C')). (13.6)
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It follows that

feμ(/)£rlog(p)>0. Q.E.D.

Corollary. Let μbe a ergodic component of such an absolutely continuous measure.
Then Pesin-Rohlin formula

M

holds. For μ-a.e. x one has that

log|(/7(χ)i

n

converges to hμ(f) > 0.

Proof. This corollary follows immediately from the ergodicity of μ, hμ{f) > 0 and

[Le]. Q.E.D.
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